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ABSTRACT
Object recognition systems today see the world as a collection of object cat-
egories, each existing as a separate isolated entity. They exist in a closed
world, never expecting to come across a new and unfamiliar object. This
bleak view of the world leads to brittle systems that are limited to recog-
nizing a few predefined categories such as airplanes, bicycles, and potted
plants. Instead, we adopt a broader view of recognition and try to move
toward recognition systems that can survive in an open world. Here they
might encounter any object, even ones that humans have not yet named.
Toward this end, we want to say more than just “here is an object”, but
instead give detailed insight into the state of this object, even if it cannot be
categorized. By considering tasks beyond categorization, which partitions
objects into disjoint sets, we can instead relate objects to one another and
consider ways to generalize to new objects in our open world. We present
how to relate novel objects to known training examples by capturing the a
variety of shared commonalities, such as named attributes, generic low-level
object properties, and shared appearance and spatial layout. For each of
these new learning tasks, we provide the datasets necessary to explore these
exciting new problems. Ultimately, this leads to methods that can give rich
discriptions of any object, predict what is unusual about known objects, seg-
ment and localize objects from broad domains while giving detailed localized
predictions of their parts, and quickly learning new categories from few, or
even no visual examples.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Many important applications require visual systems to make sensible predic-
tions about every object that they encounter. A vision-guided car should be
able to respond appropriately to any obstacle, whether it is debris, a mean-
dering cow, or a child on a tricycle. A surveillance system, by design, must
target unusual and unexpected objects. A household robot should be able to
locate the proper place to grasp any small object, which requires predicting
details such as fragility and the object’s spatial layout. When viewed from
the lens of basic categorization, the problem seems daunting — there are
thousands of potential categories, and it is difficult to identify the relevant
ones in advance. Even if an object can be categorized, its name cannot give
any detail about which way it’s facing, what its intentions might be, or how
it is unusual.
This closed view of the world leads to brittle recognition systems that can
only work in constrained environments. Instead, we believe it is important to
explicitly model objects in terms of a range of general properties and multiple
levels of categorization, so that novel objects can be related to known ones.
For example, some knowledge of materials, shapes, animals, and wheeled
vehicles and their pose should lead to reasonable behavior for the scenarios
described above, even if the designers did not build in detectors for “debris”,
“cow”, or “tricycle”. This will give vision systems a more detailed and general
view of the world, allowing them to interact with a more open world. In this
work, our main challenge is how can we represent many related categories in
a way that leads to more accurate and detailed recognition, generalization to
novel objects, and efficient adaptation to newly annotated categories.
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1.1 Background
Early object recognition research focused on on the broad problem of rep-
resenting objects with general properties such as shared materials, parts or
geometric primitives [95, 55, 56, 87, 15, 86, 11, 94]. However, these systems
were never practical because they relied on a number of brittle hand-coded
models. Reliable recognition systems only began to emerge as machine learn-
ing techniques matured, but were typically limited to binary classification
problems. For classification, basic level categories (e.g. “cat” or “car”) were
a natural starting point since they provided a balanced tradeoff between
specificity (visual variation was limited) and generality (a large number of
instances fit each category).
Category Based Recognition: The early successes in recognition have
focused on specific tasks such as face recognition [114, 98, 102, 124], pedes-
trian detection [22], and other specific categories such as car [102, 3]. Many
recent works have demonstrated great improvements in representation and
accuracy [115, 66, 113, 45, 68, 32, 123, 42, 14, 121], but are still focused on
basic level categorization. These systems lack the ability to generalize to new
categories, and a new detector must be trained from scratch for each new
category, which becomes a burden since these sophisticated models require
hundreds of training examples.
Shared Tasks: To ameliorate the inefficiencies of learning separate mod-
els, many works have considered shared representations that are stable across
related categories. However, most work in this area [19, 71, 116, 9, 10, 81,
119, 89, 110, 90] is limited to feature-sharing which is guided only by regu-
larization and the data itself. Since their focus is still categorization, these
works have only led to small improvements in accuracy or efficiency, and are
restricted to making predictions about known categories.
By including additional annotation, we can give more detailed insight into
how related categories correspond to one another. We show how to use
this detailed annotation to guide the search for how representations should
be shared, such as what properties objects share or the common spatial
structure of these related categories. This leads to improved generalization
to new categories and allows us to make more detailed semantic predictions
about individual instances.
Detailed Recognition: Many applications require knowing more than
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just the name of an object. For example, interacting with objects requires
knowledge of pose and locations of parts. Instance or exemplar based match-
ing [74, 80] allows direct transfer of detailed knowledge of individual train-
ing examples, but the inability to generalize to unseen cases necessitates
vasts amount of training data. More general category-based methods can
automatically find rough correspondences in viewpoint or localized parts
between examples with latent parameters [115, 26, 42]. By incorporating
detailed annotations of viewpoint [113, 66] or localized part and keypoint
locations [83, 45, 32, 42, 14, 112], these methods can be guided to discover
better correspondences and make predictions with explicit semantics. Once
again, these approaches specialize to specific categories, requiring new train-
ing examples and more expensive annotation for any additional category
that is encountered. Several works [119, 89, 110, 90] use shared localized
representations such as latent parts or line fragments to capture common
structure across categories, but have not been demonstrated to outperform
independent category detectors on challenging datasets such as [34]. One
work preceding ours considers the special case of identifying locations to
grasp unknown objects [101].
Attribute-Based Recognition: One specific facet of detailed recogni-
tion that has gained a great deal of interest is attribute based recognition –
with the goal of giving detailed semantic descriptions of objects. This was
spurred by initial work on simple properties such as color and texture [48],
face properties [64], and more general object properties that generalize across
many categories [38, 67].
Cross-Category Object Search: There has been less work in the way
of localizing objects that cannot be named. Some work on scene parsing
makes generic foreground object predictions [53] or identifies boundary and
surface properties that are often consistent with objects [60, 61]. Work on
saliency [126, 72] predicts locations in the image that stand out from the
background, but is only intended for objects with high contrast, limiting
the recall. Our work in [37, 31] considers the problem of localizing broad
domains of objects such as four-legged animals, any animal, or any vehicle,
which is the first train detectors to generalize to novel categories. Finally,
several concurrent works [17, 5] along with ours [28, 29] consider the most
general problem of a completely category-independent method of searching
for any object.
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Figure 1.1: Existing category based approaches can only recognize a small
portion of the world with limited detail (dashed region). This work aims to
recognize the full spectrum of objects with as much detail as possible.
1.2 Contributions
In this body of work, we take a broader view of recognition. We aim to say as
much as possible for any object. In contrast, category-based approaches are
limited to recognizing objects from a small pool of known categories, with few
details about the individual objects, typically limited to pose and viewpoint.
If we consider the rest of the world that cannot be recognized, we find that
a great deal of objects and other details currently go ignored. Figure 1.1
highlights this limited scope of existing recognition systems when compared
to the much broader scope of this work in both number of objects and detail
of predictions. To work toward these more robust recognition systems with a
broader view of the world, we must answer the following important questions.
How can we recognize novel objects that we cannot name? This
is the most fundamental question when moving beyond category recognition.
We need to consider prediction tasks that span many categories, allowing
us to generalize beyond the familiar. These tasks include predicting func-
tionality, pose, shape, material, viewpoint, spatial layout, and many other
semantic attributes. By directly predicting these properties that categories
implicitly encode, we can get extremely rich descriptions of objects even if
we cannot name them. These detailed semantic predictions open up many
new functionalities that are not currently available. We can reason about in-
dividual instances, predicting if something is unusual, noteworthy, or simply
prototypical. By predicting the spatial layout and functionality, an embod-
ied system can more easily interact with an unknown object. We can even
integrate object recognition more tightly with language, allowing us to gen-
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erate rich natural descriptions about objects, or even learn to recognize new
categories from textual descriptions. We explore this problem in Chapter 2.
How should we annotate objects to facilitate learning these rep-
resentations? Annotating data is one of the most fundamental tasks of
developing recognition systems, but often goes ignored. It is the most di-
rect way of incorporating domain knowledge by defining the desired outputs
of the system. Our first attribute dataset [38] provides a list of 64 broad
attributes for exploring cross-category generalization. Further, annotations
give insight into how the intermediate representations should be constructed.
For example our most recent dataset [27], described in Chapter 3 includes lo-
calized parts and materials to expose the internal structure of objects, which
can be used to relate categories to one another and reduce visual variation
with clusters of objects with consistent pose. For each of our two datasets,
we provide a set of familiar categories, to be used both for training and test-
ing, and a held out set of unfamiliar categories, which are not seen during
training, allowing us to evaluate a method’s ability to generalize across cat-
egories. By defining a standardized evaluation, we can provide benchmarks
for comparison and encourage future work in this area.
How can we efficiently localize objects from broad domains? This
question is extremely important for building robust recognition systems that
will be exposed to an unconstrained open world. First, a per-category search
is too expensive and cannot scale to thousands of categories; we want com-
plexity that grows with the variation of objects, not the number of names
we have for objects. Next, localizing objects we cannot name allows us to
give rich localized descriptions and lets us ask “what is this?”. Finally, the
category-crossing properties considered above are not designed for or well
suited for localizing objects. Our work in [37] pools evidence from a broad
range of detectors from different levels of specificity to localize any object
that falls under broad domains of objects such as animals or vehicles. Fur-
ther work [31] introduces a detailed shared representation of categories and
allows localization of super-ordinate categories and their parts. This collec-
tion of work is described in Chapter 4. Our work in [28, 29] considers the
even more general problem of a completely category and domain independent
search for objects, discussed in Chapter 5.
How can we use shared similarities of related categories to im-
prove detailed recognition? Detailed reasoning of the spatial layout of
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objects and their parts is important for a number of applications. As dis-
cussed earlier, the typical approach of training a detailed model for each
category requires annotating many new examples for each tasks. Further, it
misses an important opportunity to capture shared similarities to improve
generalization to unknown categories. Therefore, in the interest of both ac-
curacy and learning efficiency, in Chapter 4 we propose to learn structured
models of objects and their parts that are shared across many related cat-
egories. With these models, we capture common appearance to improve
accuracy for category detection, as well as generalization to novel categories.
By capturing the common spatial structure of objects, such as the typical
location of heads and legs, we can also improve the detection of semantic
parts. Finally, by representing all of these categories within a single unified
structure, we can improve inference efficiency whose complexity scales with
pose and spatial variation rather than the number of categories. Since this
common structure relates the appearance and layout of categories to one
another, we can also learn from less supervision, such as forgoing expensive
part annotations for some examples.
How can we learn detailed models that can quickly extend to
related novel categories? After learning about many categories and their
detailed properties, we should be able to learn new related tasks more quickly
than if each were trained in isolation; that is, we should be able to relate new
tasks to existing ones, requiring fewer annotated examples to achieve high
accuracy. Several works have proposed shared representations for quickly
learning new categorization tasks [9, 71], but they do not incorporate explicit
semantics or consider more detailed recognition of these categories. Quick
transfer of semantic properties is especially important because it is costly to
annotate every new category encountered. In [30], presented in Chapter 6,
we propose an extensible part-based representation and show how it can be
used to not only quickly learn to recognize new categories, but also establishes
correspondences across categories, which could be used to avoid annotating
every new example with every attribute or part.
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CHAPTER 2
BEYOND NAMING OBJECTS:
RECOGNIZING OBJECTS BY THEIR
ATTRIBUTES
The first question we must ask is: what can we say about objects that we
cannot name? We know that people are quite good at reasoning about both
familiar and unfamiliar objects. Consider Figure 2.1. People can easily locate
and name the leopard on the left. They can also describe the leopard’s
properties: it is furry, spotted, four-legged and its mouth is open showing
its sharp teeth. Similarly, even though most people do not know the serval’s
name (center), we can still locate it and say a great deal about it: it is
also feline, furry, spotted, has four legs, the sharp teeth mean it probably
eats meat, and it could be dangerous. This highlights several important
capabilities that are missing from category-based recognition: Identifying
that something is indeed unusual and what makes it so, capturing the state
of this instance of the object, and most importantly, saying anything about
something it cannot name.1
1This work is from close collaboration with Ali Farhadi, and can also be found in his
dissertation.
(a) A Familiar Leopard (b) An unfamiliar Serval (c) A Completely Novel
Device
Figure 2.1: An example of the spectrum from familiar to completely
unknown. Computer vision systems should be able to localize any of these
objects and recognize them a detailed description.
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2.1 Shortcomings of Basic Level Categories
If we consider the purpose of basic level categories [96], we find that they
only act as a proxy for what we really want to know about objects: We are
interested in an object’s function, affordances, state, material, and other de-
tailed attributes. Categories aim to compactly encapsulate this broad range
of properties by establishing equivalence classes where all members are equals
that tend to share the same set of attributes. However, it should be empha-
sized that categories only encode the tendency of members to have a certain
property, rather than a guarantee. By identifying a category member by
name only, we can only guess what might be true of a particular instance.
We can only identify the true state of an object by explicitly reasoning about
the individual properties. By then comparing the predicted properties to the
expected tendencies, we can identify what is unusual or interesting about
this instance.
There is another important consequence of categories only encoding a
member’s tendency to have a property: as you approach the boundaries
of the category, you find that category membership becomes unclear. For ex-
ample, cases of what exactly can be classified as a chair become quite tricky.
Category boundaries can change depending on the relative importance of
specific attributes for the task at hand. This fluid nature of categories and
the resulting uncertainty can again be avoided by predicting each attribute
individually.
Finally, as shown in Figure 1.1, different levels of categories have a tradeoff
of specificity and generalization: A subordinate category (e.g. collie, kitchen
chair) contains fewer members than basic level categories, but can also pro-
vide a more detailed description of its members. Super-ordinate categories
(four-legged animal, furniture) apply to a broader number of objects, but at
the cost of being more vague. However, by predicting each individual prop-
erty, or attribute, we maintain both specificity and generality by being able
to predict a specific detail that applies a range of objects from many different
categories.
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2.2 Background
Our notion of attributes comes from the literature on concepts and categories
(reviewed in [84]). While research on “basic level” categories [96] indicates
that people tend to use the same name to refer to objects (e.g., “look at that
cat” instead of “look at that Persian longhair” or “look at that mammal”),
there is much evidence [76] that category formation and assignment depends
on what attributes we know and on our current goal. A cat in different
contexts could be a “pet”, “pest”, or “predator.” The fluid nature of object
categorization makes attribute learning essential. For this reason, we make
attribute learning the center of our framework, allowing us to go beyond
basic level naming. We do not, however, attempt to resolve the long-standing
debate between exemplar and prototype models; instead we experiment with
a variety of classifiers. In this, we differ from Malisiewicz and Efros [79] who
eschew categorization altogether, treating recognition as a problem of finding
the most similar exemplar object (but without trying to say how that object
is similar). Our model is also different from approaches like [125] because
our attributes are more general than just textures.
The main contrast is that our work involves a form of generalization that is
novel to the literature — we want our system to make useful statements about
objects whose name it does not happen to know. This means that we must
use an intermediate representation with known semantics (our attributes).
It also means that we must ensure that we can predict attributes correctly
for categories that were not used in training (section 2.4).
Ferrari and Zisserman [48] learn to localize simple color and texture at-
tributes from loose annotations provided by image search. By contrast, we
learn a broad set of complex attributes (shape, materials, parts) in a fully
supervised manner and are concerned with generalization to new types of ob-
jects. Extensive work has been done in parts models for object recognition,
but the emphasis is on localizing objects, usually with latent parts (e.g., [46,
107, 44]) learned for individual object categories. We differ from these ap-
proaches because of the explicit semantics of our attributes. We define ex-
plicit parts that can be shared across categories. Several researchers [19,
93, 73, 7, 119, 89] have shown that sharing features across multiple tasks or
categories can lead to increased performance, especially when training data
is limited. Our semantic attributes have a further advantage: they can be
9
Feature extraction Feature 
Selection
Attribute 
Classifiers
Category Models
Attribute Predictions
Bird Has Beak, Has Eye, Has foot, Has Feather
Figure 2.2: A summary of our approach. We first extract base features. We
then select features that are beneficial in learning attribute classifiers. We learn
attribute classifiers using selected features. To learn object categories we use
predicted attributes as features. Using attribute classifiers, we can do more than
simple recognition. For instance, we can describe unknown classes, report
atypical attributes, and learn new categories from very few examples.
used to verbally describe new types of objects and to learn from textual
description (without any visual examples).
Concurrent work of Lampert et al. [67] present a similiar attribute based
representation for recognizing unfamiliar objects. To minimize annotation
efforts, they consider per-category, rather than per-instance, labels. By pro-
viding annotations per instance, we are able to better decorrelate attribute
classifiers that frequently cooccur across categories. Our work also explores
unnamed ”discriminative attributes” to improve learning from few examples
and considers additional tasks beyond naming unfamiliar objects, such as
highlighting unusual properties of objects.
2.3 Attributes and Features
We believe inferring attributes of objects is the key problem in recognition.
These attributes can be semantic attributes like parts, shapes, and materials.
Semantic attributes may not be always enough to distinguish all the cate-
gories of objects. For this reason we use discriminative attributes as well.
These discriminative attributes take the form of comparisons borrowed from
[40, 39],“cats and dogs have it but sheep and horses don’t”.
Objects share attributes. Thus, by using predicted attributes as features,
one can get a more compact and more discriminative feature space. Learning
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both semantic and discriminative attributes open doors to some new visual
functions. We can not only recognize objects using predicted attributes as
features, but also describe unfamiliar objects. Furthermore, these attribute
classifiers can report the absence of typical attributes for objects, as well as
presence of atypical attributes. Finally, we can learn models for new object
classes using few examples. We can even learn new categories with no visual
examples, using textual descriptions instead.
2.3.1 Base Features
The broad variety of attributes requires a feature representation to describe
several visual aspects. We use color and texture, which are good for materials;
visual words, which are useful for parts; and edges which are useful for shapes.
We call these base features.
We use a bag of words style feature for each of these four feature types.
Texture descriptors [122] are computed for each pixel, and quantized to the
nearest 256 kmeans centers. The texture descriptor is extracted with a texton
filterbank. Visual words are constructed with an HOG spatial pyramid, using
8x8 blocks, a 4 pixel step size, and 2 scales per octave. HOG descriptors
are quantized to 1000 kmeans centers. Edges are found using a standard
canny edge detector and their orientations are quantized into 8 unsigned bins.
Finally, color descriptors are densely sampled for each pixel, and quantized
to the nearest 128 kmeans centers. The color descriptor consists of the LAB
values.
Having quantized these values, local texture, HOG, edge, and color de-
scriptors inside the bounding box are binned into individual histograms. To
represent shapes and locations, we also generate histograms for each feature
type for each cell in a grid of three vertical and two horizontal blocks. These
seven histograms are stacked together resulting in a 9751 dimensional feature,
which we refer to as the base features.
2.3.2 Semantic Attributes
We use three main types of semantic attribute. Shape attributes refer to 2D
and 3D properties such as “is 2D boxy”, “is 3D boxy”,“is cylindrical“, etc.
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Part attributes identify parts that are visible, such as “has head”, “has leg”,
“has arm”, “has wheel”, “has wing”, “has window”. Material attributes
describe what an object is made of, including “has wood”, “is furry”, “has
glass”, “is shiny”.
2.3.3 Discriminative Attributes
We do not yet have a comprehensive set of visual attributes. This means
that, for example, instances of both cats and dogs can share all semantic
attributes in our list. In fact, a Naive Bayes classifier trained on our ground
truth attributes in Pascal can distinguish classes with only 74% accuracy. To
solve this problem, we introduce auxiliary discriminative attributes. These
new attributes take the form of random comparisons introduced in [39]. Each
comparison splits a portion of the data into two partitions. We form these
splits by randomly selecting one to five classes or attributes for each side.
Instances not belonging to the selected classes or attributes are not consid-
ered. For example, a split would assign “cat” to one side and “dog” to the
other side, while we don’t care where “motorbike” falls. Each split is fur-
ther defined by a subset of base features, such as texture or color, to use for
learning. For example, we might use texture to distinguish between “cats”
and “dogs”. We then use a linear SVM to learn tens of thousands of these
splits and pick those that can be well predicted using the validation data. In
our implementation we used 1000 discriminative attributes.
2.4 Learning to Recognize Semantic Attributes
We want to accurately classify attributes for new types of objects. We also
want our attribute classifiers to reflect the correct semantics of attributes.
Simply learning classifiers by fitting them to all base features often fails to
generalize the semantics of the attributes correctly (section 2.6.3).
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2.4.1 Across Category Generalization by Within Category
Prediction
Learning a “wheel” classifier on a dataset of cars, motorbikes, buses, and
trains is difficult because all examples of wheels in this dataset are surrounded
by “metallic” surfaces. The wheel classifier might learn “metallic” instead
of “wheel”. If so, when we test it on a new dataset that happens to have
wooden “carriage” examples, it will fail miserably, because there are not
that many metallic surfaces around the wheel. What is happening is that
the classifier is learning to predict a correlated attribute rather than the
one we wish it to learn. This problem is made worse by using bounding
boxes,instead of accurate segmentations. This is because some properties of
nearby objects are likely to co-occur with object attributes. This behavior is
not necessarily undesirable, but can cause significant problems if we must rely
on the semantics of the attribute predictions. This is a major issue, because
it results from training and testing on datasets with different correlation
statistics, something we will always have to do because datasets will always
be small compared to the complexity of the world.
Feature Selection: The standard strategy for dealing with generaliza-
tion issues is to control variance by selecting a subset of features that can
generalize well. However, conventional feature selection criteria will not ap-
ply to our problem because they are still confused by semantically irrelevant
correlations — our “wheel” classifier does generalize well to cars, etc. (but
not to carriages).
We use a novel feature selection criterion that decorrelates attribute pre-
dictions. Our criterion focuses on within category prediction ability. For
example, if we want to learn a “wheel” classifier, we select features that per-
form well at distinguishing examples of cars with “wheels” and cars without
“wheels”. By doing so, we help the classifier avoid being confused about
“metallic”, as both types of example for this “wheel” classifier have “metal-
lic” surfaces. We select the features using an L1-regularized logistic regres-
sion (because it assigns non-zero weights to a small subset of features [85])
trained for each attribute within each class, then pool examples over all
classes and train using the selected features. For example, we first select
features that are good at distinguishing cars with and without “wheel” by
fitting an L1-regularized logistic regression to those examples. We then use
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the same procedure to select features that are good at separating motorbikes
with and without wheels, buses with and without wheels, and trains with
and without wheels. We then pool all those selected features and learn the
“wheel” classifier over all classes using those selected features.
To test whether our feature selection decorrelate predicted attributes, we
can look at changes in correlation across datasets. Throughout the paper
we refer to features that we select by the procedure explained above as se-
lected features and working with all features as whole features. For example,
the correlation between ground-truth “wheel” and “metallic” in the a-Pascal
dataset (section 2.5) is 0.71, and in the a-Yahoo dataset is 0.17. We train on
the a-Pascal dataset with whole features and with selected features. In test-
ing on the a-Yahoo dataset (section 2.5), the correlation between predictions
by the “wheel” and “metallic” classifiers trained on whole features is 0.56
(i.e. predictions are biased to be correlated). When we do feature selection
this correlation falls to 0.28, this shows that classifiers trained on selected
features are less susceptible to biases in the dataset.
2.5 Datasets
We have built new datasets for exploring the object description problem. Our
method for learning semantic attributes requires a ground truth labeling for
each training example, but we must create our own, since no dataset exists
with annotations for a wide variety of attributes which describe many object
types. We collect our attribute annotations for each of twenty object classes
in a standard object recognition dataset, PASCAL VOC 2008. We also collect
the same annotations for a new set of images, called a-Yahoo. Labeling
objects with their attributes can often be an ambiguous task. This can
be demonstrated by imperfect inter-annotator agreement among “experts”
(authors) and Amazon Turk annotators. The agreement among experts is
84.3%, between experts and Amazon Turk annotators is 81.4%, and among
Amazon Turk annotators is 84.1%. Using Amazon Turk annotations, we are
not biasing the attribute labels toward our own idea of attributes.
a-Pascal: The Pascal VOC 2008 dataset was created for classification and
detection of visual object classes in variety of natural poses, viewpoints, and
orientations. These objects classes cluster nicely, “animals”, “vehicles”, and
14
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Figure 2.3: Attribute prediction for attribute classifiers trained on a-Pascal and
tested on a-Pascal, comparing whole with selected features. We don’t expect the
feature selection to help in this case because we observe same classes during
training and testing. This means that the correlation statistics are not changing
during training and testing.
“things”. The object classes are: people, bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, sheep
aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorbike, train, bottle, chair, dining
table, potted plant, sofa, and tv/monitor. The number of objects from each
category ranges from 150 to 1000, along with over 5000 instances of people.
We collect annotations for semantic attributes for each object using Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. We made a list of 64 attributes to describe Pascal objects.
We do not claim to have attributes that exhaustively describe each class.
a-Yahoo: To supplement the a-Pascal dataset, we collect images for
twelve additional object classes from the Yahoo image search, which we call
the a-Yahoo set; these images are also labelled with attributes. The classes in
a-Yahoo set are selected to have objects similar to a-Pascal, while having dif-
ferent correlations between the attributes selected on a-Pascal. For example,
compare a-Yahoo’s “wolf” category to a-Pascal’s “dog”; a-Yahoo’s “centaur”
to a-Pascal’s “people” and “horses”. This allows us to evaluate the attribute
predictors’ generalization abilities. Objects in this set are: wolf, zebra, goat,
donkey, monkey, statue of people, centaur, bag, building, jet ski, carriage,
and mug.
2.6 Experiments and Results
First we show how well we can assign attributes and use them to describe
objects. We then examine the performance of using the attribute based rep-
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Figure 2.4: Attribute prediction across categories. Attributes are trained on
a-Pascal and predicted on a-Pascal (left) and a-Yahoo (right). For testing on
a-Pascal, each category is held out and trained on all others. We can in fact
predict many attributes for new classes quite reliably.
resentation in the traditional naming task and demonstrate new capabilities
offered by this representation: learning from very few visual examples and
learning from pure textual description. Finally we show benefits of our novel
feature selection method compared to using whole features.
2.6.1 Describing Objects
Assigning attributes: There are two main protocols for attribute predic-
tion: “within category” predictions, where train and test instances are drawn
from the same set of classes, and “across category” predictions where train
and test instances are drawn from different sets of classes. We do across
category experiments using a leave-one-class-out approach, or a new set of
classes on a new dataset. We train attributes in a-Pascal and test them in
a-Yahoo. We measure our performance in attribute predictions by the area
under the ROC curve, mainly because it is invariant to class priors. We can
predict attributes for the within category protocol with the area under the
curve of 0.834 (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.4 shows that we can predict attributes fairly reliably for across
category protocols. The plot on the left shows the leave-one-class-out case
on a-Pascal and the plot on the right shows the same curve for a-Yahoo set.
Figure 2.5 depicts 12 typical images from a-Yahoo set with a subset of
positively predicted attributes. These attribute classifiers are learned on a-
Pascal train set and tested on a-Yahoo images. Attributes written in red,
with red crosses, are wrong predictions.
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Figure 2.5: Randomly selected predicted attributes for each category of the
a-Yahoo set. Attribute classifiers are trained on a-Pascal. Incorrect predictions
listed in red.
Figure 2.6: Reporting the absence of typical attributes. For example, we expect
to see “Wing” on an aeroplane. It is worth reporting if we see a picture of an
aeroplane for which the wing is not visible or a picture of a bird for which the
tail is not visible.
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Figure 2.7: Reporting the presence of atypical attributes. For example, we don’t
expect to observe “skin” on a dining table. Notice that if we have access to
information about object semantics, observing “leaf” in an image of a bird might
eventually yield “The bird is in a tree”.
Unusual attributes: People tend to make statements about unexpected
aspects of known objects ([70], p101). An advantage of an attribute based
representation is we can easily reproduce this behavior. The ground truth
attributes specify which attributes are typical for each class. If a reliable at-
tribute classifier predicts one of these typical attributes is absent, we report
that it is not visible in the image. Figure 2.6 shows some of these typical
attributes which are not visible in the image. For example, it is worth re-
porting when we do not see the “wing” an aeroplane is expected to have. To
qualitatively evaluate this task we reported 752 expected attributes over the
whole dataset which are not visible in the images. 68.2% of these reports
are correct when compared to our manual labeling of those reports (Figure
2.6). On the other hand, if a reliable attribute classifier predicts an attribute
which is not expected to be in the predicted class, we can report that, too
(Figure 2.7). For example, birds don’t have a “leaf”, and if we see one we
should report it. To quantitatively evaluate this prediction we evaluate 951
of those predictions by hand; 47.3% are correct.
2.6.2 Naming
Naming familiar objects: So far there is little evidence that our attribute
based framework helps the traditional naming task. However, this framework
allows us to learn new categories from very few visual examples or even with
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SVM 58.5 (35.5)
Logistic Regression             54.6 (36.9)
PASCAL 08
Whole Features Selected Features
Base Features
51.2 (31.4)
54.6  (28.4) 59.4 (37.7)56.1 (34.3) 58.3 (38.1)
Sem. Attr. All Attr. Sem. Attr. All Attr.
53.4 (33.5) 51.8 (32.3) 53.5 (35.1)
Table 2.1: Comparison of accuracies in traditional naming task with two simple
baselines. To account for class imbalances we report both overall and mean per
class accuracies (latter in parentheses). This table also compares using attributes
trained on selected features with those trained on whole features. “All Attr.” uses
semantic and non-semantic attributes as features. Note that the attribute based
representation does not help significantly in the traditional naming task but it
offers new capabilities, Figure 2.8.
pure textual description. We compare our performance in naming task with
two baselines, linear SVM and logistic regression applied to base features to
directly recognize objects. We use the Pascal training set as our train/val
set and use the Pascal validation set as our test set. Table 2.1 shows details
of this experiment. A one vs. all linear SVM can recognize objects with the
overall accuracy of 59.4% using our predicted attributes as features, com-
paring to the accuracy of 58.5% of base features. Because we assume that
bounding boxes are provided, we can not directly compare our results with
other methods in the literature. It is also worth noting differences between
class confusions using our attribute based features and standard recognition
methods. The biggest increase in confusions using our attribute based rep-
resentation is between “chair” and “sofa”. The biggest decrease is between
“bike” and “people”. The shifts in the confusions may be due to our encoding
of semantics.
Learning to Identify New Objects: The first test is to examine stan-
dard object recognition in new categories. We use predicted attributes as
features and one-vs-all linear SVM as classifier. If we recognize classes in
a-Yahoo set using attribute classifiers trained on a-Pascal, we get an over-
all accuracy of 69.8%. If we train attributes on a-Yahoo as well, we get an
overall accuracy of 74.7%, comparing to 72.7% using base features.
We can also recognize new classes with notably fewer training examples
than classifiers trained on base features (Figure 2.8). We choose a 1NN clas-
sifier for this task, mainly because we need to learn from very few examples
per category. As plotted in this figure we can learn new categories using
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Figure 2.8: Accuracy vs. number of training examples per category. Semantic
attributes allow us to recognize objects from descriptions with NO visual
examples. With discriminative attributes, we can learn categories with
considerably fewer visual examples than with low-level features. Using 4
examples per class with a 1NN classifier we can predict as well as with 20
examples per class using base features.
under 20% of the examples required by base features. This means that the
overall accuracy of training on almost 40 images per category (green circles)
using our attributes is equal to that of training on almost 200 images per
category (purple circles) on base features.
Learning New Categories from Textual Description: A novel aspect
of our approach is to learn new categories from pure textual descriptions.
For example, we can learn new categories by describing new classes to our
algorithm as this new class is “furry”, “four legged”, “has snout”,and “has
head”. The object description is specified by a list of positive attributes,
providing a binary attribute vector. We classify a test image by finding the
nearest description to its predicted attributes. Figure 2.8 shows that by
learning new categories from textual description we could get an accuracy
of 32.5%, which is equal to having almost 100 visual examples in semantic
attribute space, 8 visual examples in base feature space, and 3 examples in
semantic and discriminative attribute space.
Rejection: When presented with an object from a new category, we want
our model to recognize that it is doesn’t belong to any known category. For
example, object models trained on a-Pascal should all reject a category like
“book” as unknown. The a-Yahoo set is an extremely challenging dataset
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in rejection tasks for object models trained on a-Pascal (one has “wolf”,
the other “dog”, and so on). If we reject using confidences of one-vs.-all
SVM’s used to learn a-Pascal object models, we get chance performance (the
area under the ROC curve for this rejection task using base features is 0.5).
However, by using attributes we reject significantly better, with an AUC of
0.6.
2.6.3 Across Category generalization
Three tasks demand excellent across-category generalization: learning from
very few examples; learning from textual descriptions; and reporting unusual
attributes. For example, in learning a car category from very few example,
the “wheel” classifier has to mean “wheel” when it fires, rather than predict-
ing “wheel” and meaning “metallic”. Experiments below show that selected
features have significantly improved performance on these tasks compared to
whole features.
Semantics of Learned Attributes: Any task that relies strongly on
the semantics of learned attributes seems to benefit from using selected fea-
tures. For example, selecting features improves the results in learning from
textual description from 25.2% to 32.5%, in reporting the absence of typical
attributes from 54.8% to 68.2%, and in reporting the presence of atypical
attributes from 24.5% to 47.3%.
Correlation: Attribute classifiers learned using whole features are biased
to be correlated in the way the training set is correlated. This means that,
when applied to a test set that has different statistics, the predictions of
correlation do not agree with ground truth. Figure 2.9 shows histograms of
differences between the correlation in predicted attributes and the correlation
in ground truth attributes using both whole and selected features on a-Pascal
and a-Yahoo images.
2.7 Discussion
Suppose we train a system to recognizes horses and people by mapping di-
rectly from image features to categories. If our system is then faced with a
centaur, it will be completely clueless. To make a sensible report under these
21
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Figure 2.9: This histogram compares the differences between correlations in
ground truth annotation and predicted attributes using selected and whole
features in a-Yahoo. Using Whole features introduces dataset dependent
correlations. Feature selection helps to reduce this correlation.
circumstances, the object representation must be in terms that are useful
to describe many objects, even ones that do not appear in the training set.
Attributes are the natural candidate. If we make attributes the central rep-
resentation for object recognition, we are able to say more about an object
than just its name. We can say how it is different from the usual member
of its category (for example, noticing that a bicycle looks like it has horns,
figure 2.7). Even if we don’t happen to have a model of an object, we can
make useful statements about it when we see it. We can build models using
descriptions. For instance, we can recognize a goat based on the description
“four-legged, has face, has horns, has fur”. This means that we could learn
by reading. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first in computer vision
to provide these abilities to describe objects and learn from description. We
expect further investigation of attribute-based models in object recognition
to be very fruitful. For example, [67], which appears in the same proceed-
ings, proposes an interesting application of attribute based representations
for recognizing new categories of animals.
Cross-category generalization is essential to these visual functions, because
they rely on the semantics of the attribute report being correct. The area has
received little attention, but an improved understanding of cross-category
generalization is essential to sustained progress in object recognition. To
deal with novel objects, we must be confident we have semantically accurate
reports of object properties in an image — e.g., we must know that “wheel”
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means “wheel”, not some correlated property like “metal.
Another reason to understand cross-category generalization better is that
correlation between target and other concepts causes widespread problems
in the object recognition community. For instance, it is still difficult to tell
whether pedestrian detectors perform well because pedestrian data sets are
special, or because we are now excellent at detecting people. Evidence that
we are excellent at detecting people would be a person detector trained on
the INRIA dataset [22] that works well on the PASCAL-08 [33]. So far,
such a detector is conspicuously absent; most current object detectors work
well only when the training and test sets are very similar. Our work hints
that such detectors are likely learning as much about dataset biases as about
the objects themselves. To distinguish between these phenomena, we should
devise tasks that, while not explicitly trained, can be accomplished if the
target concept is well-learned, for example cross-dataset evaluation on new
objects.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CHALLENGES OF COLLECTING
RICHER OBJECT ANNOTATIONS
Scaling up recognition systems to have more detail for a broader range of
objects demands ever growing amounts of annotation. Fortunately a recent
increase in availability of internet based annotators also lets us do this, by
asking “what can we do with more data?” Instead of just collecting more
examples to train more reliable models for categorization, we want to collect
more detailed annotations for examples. These details include the layout
of an object, and descriptions of its underlying properties, such as pose,
composition, or functionality.
Several works [100, 128, 64, 23] have already taken advantage of large an-
notation sources, and LabelMe [100] and LotusHill [128] are examples from
two ends of the spectrum. LabelMe allows anyone to provide rough polygons
that localize objects or scene elements, with no monetary reward. LotusHill
provides rich object descriptions that range from object labels to constituent
parts, segmentations, and other details. However, these finely detailed anno-
tation requires expensive trained workers.
Mechanical Turk [1] provides a balance between the low cost of LabelMe
and the high quality of LotusHill. Researchers can use Mechanical Turk to
pay semi-qualified workers to produce detailed but not pixel-perfect anno-
tations. When collecting increasingly more detailed annotations there are
many inherent difficulties that arise from potential ambiguities and more
demanding requirements of the tasks.
In this chapter, we first review the benefits of more detailed annotations,
then we give an overview of the challenges of collecting this data and our
solutions for many of the problems. Finally, we give a summary of the
resulting datasets that are used throughout this work.
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motorcycle
license plate
tail light
gas tank
exhaust pipe
wheel
engine
seat
side mirror
wheel
headlight
tail light
side mirror
exhaust pipe
Figure 3.1: Example annotation from our dataset.
3.1 Benefits of Richer Annotation
Object recognition, typically posed as the problem of categorization, has
made great progress in recent years. For many applications, categorization
has only been a necessary stepping stone, where ultimately these applications
need richer descriptions of the objects they see. If a robot detects an alligator,
it should also know that it is dangerous, and identify which end can bite.
Several threads of work have made strides to introduce richer representations
along these lines. Human recognition has enjoyed most of the focus here, with
pose [75] and face recognition [64]. However, recent work has also considered
a richer description for objects in general as well.
Making semantic knowledge explicit in object representations allows recog-
nition systems to describe, in words, what they see. Furthermore, such a
representation can encode the necessary information to directly infer other
properties that are not visually obvious, such as functionality. Lampert et
al. [67] take the most basic approach and assigns semantic properties to each
category, and it is assumed that each instance within a category has the same
properties. The power of this representation is that these properties may be
shared across categories, allowing predictions about unfamiliar objects. The
annotation required here is comparable to annotating category labels, with
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the only additional overhead of writing a table of properties for each category.
Works such as Kumar et al. [64] and our own work on attributes [38] instead
want to make detailed distinctions between instances of objects based on a
long list of properties, such as facial characteristics or material properties.
This instance based learning requires more annotation, but it comes with a
significant benefit. These methods can now give finer descriptions of each
object they are presented. This allows them to direct attention to interesting
or unusual properties of an object, such as “this boat is missing its sail”.
They can even produce plain English comparisons between two objects, such
as “this face is more feminine than this other face.” Each training example
is labeled with a set of binary attributes, which represent some semantics,
or properties that have some underlying meaning that can be expressed with
words.
Curiously, by collecting more annotations for some objects and learning
classifiers that generalize across categories, we need less data in the long
run. Since this produces representations that are designed to be stable across
categories, we can describe unfamiliar objects without any training examples,
and even learn new category models with little or no training examples.
However, these binary annotations gives no spatial information, such as
where an animal’s legs are or the extent of its fur. Learning from these
binary attributes is akin to using weakly annotated images for categorization,
where the existence of the object is known, but not its location. While
some works have addressed this problem for objects [47], having additional
localized data can ease the learning problem. In particular, without spatial
information, it is difficult to avoid relying on correlated or loosely related
features. It is especially important for classifiers to learn to only use features
directly related to a property when learning to generalize across categories.
We begin exploring the use of spatial annotations in [37].
Including spatial information not only eases the learning problem, but it
also opens opportunities to learn even richer object representations. This
includes predicting explicit part configurations, which has already been ex-
plored for human recognition. In fact, Bourdev and Malik [14] recently
showed that these part annotations can even improve detection performance
for humans. From these part layouts, we can predict descriptions of an ob-
ject’s pose or the action it’s performing. Furthermore, it may help improve
segmentations to determine the extent and shape of an object. All of these
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abilities provide a better understanding of the objects found in images.
To facilitate future research of these semantic representations, we introduce
the CORE (Cross-category Object REcognition) dataset [37], which intends
to supersede the dataset of Farhadi et al. [38], which we refer to as ATT09.
3.2 Data Overview
Our dataset collection experience covers four types of data: images, binary
attributes, polygon labels, and segmentation masks. We introduce each of
these types here, and briefly motivate their uses.
Images: To collect images for the CORE dataset, we use pre-filtered
images from ImageNet [23]. ImageNet provides images that are arranged by
a hierarchy of object categories, and ensures with high probability that an
image contains the category of interest. While ImageNet eases the difficulty
of sifting through many irrelevant images, it is still necessary to remove
many unsuitable images to obtain a representative and diverse set of images
of objects found in the “wild.”
Binary Attributes: The most basic annotation type is the binary at-
tribute, which indicates the existence or lack of a certain property. These
properties include anything that a person might mention when describing
an object: its shape, constituent parts, compositional material, viewpoint,
pose, or surrounding context. They are cheap to collect, and are helpful for
describing properties without spatial information, such as an object’s func-
tionality or its overall state. The interface for labeling these can be seen in
Figure 3.2(a).
Polygon Labels: As discussed in section 3.1, there are many potential
benefits from localized areas of interest. The interface can be seen in figure
3.2(b). This flash based web interface was provided by Alex Sorokin [108]
and is freely available.
First, we obtain a polygon for each object, giving a rough outline that is
more detailed than the bounding boxes provided in most datasets. Then, for
each object, we have an annotator draw polygons for each part. These are the
key component for learning a model that predicts an object’s configuration.
A fixed list of parts is provided to the annotator, and the list is determined
by the category of the object to be labeled. Sample polygons can befound in
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figure 3.1.
Material Segmentation Masks: The final type of annotation is a seg-
mentation mask for materials. Being able to localize different materials re-
stricts the possible locations and types of objects in an image. Furthermore,
predicting the material of an unfamiliar object gives invaluable information
about its place in a taxonomy of objects. We use a segmentation mask rather
than a polygon, because materials can have holes, be disconnected, and have
other unusual spatial behavior. An example of the annotation task can be
seen in Figure 3.2(c), again with the use of the annotation tool from [108].
3.3 Quality Issues
When collecting these detailed annotations, we found a characteristic set of
difficulties, which stem from two main sources: the quality of the annotator
and the complexity of the task. Each of these themes will recur throughout
this section:
Annotators: The primary concerns with the annotators are their motiva-
tion and ability to understand the task. Furthermore, the annotators are not
computer vision experts, and they are not aware of which mistakes are more
costly to our machine learning techniques. Therefore even if they are well
motivated they may not make the best decision when a subtle judgment is
required. An example would be how to draw a polygon around an object that
is partially occluded by a pole. While this can be addressed in the instruc-
tions, it is not possible to enumerate every special case, especially because
annotators often ignore long detailed instructions (see Section 3.5.2).
Task Complexity: In addition to annotators, the task itself may cause
confusion and present some difficulty. When asking for detailed annotations,
the decision boundaries become less clear, such as how far should an object’s
torso extend, or are bats’ wings covered in skin or fur. These can lead to
inconsistent results. Furthermore, when asking for many annotations for a
given image, the annotators may begin to miss details, simply because they
cannot attend to every detail.
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(a) Binary Attributes
(b) Polygons
(c) Segmentation Masks
Figure 3.2: Example interfaces for each of the tasks. The binary interface
(3.2(a)) includes an “unsure” option to flag potential confusion. The part
list (3.2(b)) are tailored to the object of interest. In contrast, the list of
materials includes any possible material found in images.
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3.3.1 Collecting Images
The first hurdle of any dataset is collecting a diverse set of images that
not only facilitate learning robust models, but also thoroughly evaluate the
generalization capabilities of the learned model. For example, relying on a
single source for images of cars, such as Flickr [2], can introduce a skewed
view of cars, the majority of which come from car shows or race tracks, where
the cars are exotic, interesting, and rarely found in a natural street scene. In
general, a dataset of images has to avoid the following pitfalls:
Canonical Poses: Humans are often photographed from the front, and
cars from the side and front. Any robust model should be insensitive to
changes in viewpoint, and the dataset should encourage this with a variety
of poses and viewpoints.
Archetypal Examples: As mentioned with the Flickr car bias, we want
to avoid collections that do not fully represent the objects as they are found
“in the wild”.
Foreground Only: It is typically helpful to avoid images that contain
only an object, without a surrounding scene, which is a common criticism of
older datasets. Evaluating with many of these images won’t fully evaluate
the ability to localize, and a system could learn an artificial spatial prior.
Furthermore, learning from scene based images may allow taking advantage
of contextual information.
Stylized Images: Many images with solid backgrounds and edited col-
ormaps or appearance can also cause difficulties. These types of images are
more likely for inanimate objects such as household items, which introduces
a clear bias.
Annotators of ImageNet were not made aware of these criteria, since their
goal was to simply filter the images, so we carefully select images by hand to
avoid the above issues.
3.3.2 Binary Attributes
Given an object, the annotator chooses whether a set of binary properties
holds for each object. To handle cases where a particular attribute does
not make sense, or there is some unexpected confusion, we add an “un-
known/unsure” checkbox. This gives the annotator an opportunity to assert
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their uncertainty, allowing us to identify difficult attributes without having
to reject conflicting annotations. For training, these “unsure” labels can be
used to ignore potentially unhelpful training examples.
The main source of labeling inconsistency is the viewpoint attribute. This
attribute indicates which portion of the object is visible. The main diffi-
culty here appears to be communicating the task to the annotator in simple
English. However, results improved significantly between after updating the
definition of the task. The first attempt asked the annotator to indicate
which way the object was facing, defined by the “canonical forward facing
direction” with respect to the camera. For the first airplane in Figure3.2(a),
the label would be “into the camera, and to the right”. Clearly this descrip-
tion can be quite confusing. We get much better results by updating the
instructions to ask for which sides of the object are visible, such as the front,
and right side, in Figure 3.2(a).
Another interesting source of mistakes appears to stem from issues with
human attention. When presented with an image, annotators often miss
obvious attributes, such as a cat is furry, and they also miss rarely occurring
attributes, such as a bottle being square. By changing the task slightly, we
might be able to avoid this issue. For example, one task might present several
images, and the annotator labels the same attribute for each image.
3.3.3 Polygon Labels
We considered two different polygon tasks, labeling objects and object parts,
and got quite different results for each. Annotators seem to thoroughly enjoy
labeling polygons around objects, and they generally did a very good job.
We had to reject very few images, only 5%, and annotator comments were
typically positive. In contrast, getting good part annotations was much more
difficult.
Two common problems occur with the part annotation. First, the anno-
tators only label a portion of the parts, which may simply be an issue of
motivation or possibly due to the attention issue mentioned above. These
can be resolved by breaking up the task. Another problem appears to be
confusion about the meaning of part names, which appears to be a language
issue. By only using annotators from the US, these problems decreased, but
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so did the overall throughput.
3.3.4 Masks
Obtaining segmentation masks for materials proved to be the most difficult
of all the tasks. The requirements for a segmentation mask are higher than
polygons, as they require near pixel accuracy. As with MSRC [105] and the
Pascal Segmentation task [33], we are forced to designate areas in the mask
where the value is unknown, typically along material or object boundaries.
In our case, we erode the masks so that evaluation and learning are less likely
to use incorrectly labeled pixels.
Furthermore, choosing the material labels posed some difficulty. Without
detailed knowledge of an object instance, it is difficult to visually distinguish
particular materials: Is a bottle made of glass or transparent plastic, is the
body of a car plastic or painted metal, and what exactly are blimps made
out of? This suggests that that if humans cannot make this distinction, then
it is unreasonable to expect a computer to succeed.
Fortunately, we found that while the names may have caused confusion, the
material masks did not span across multiple physical materials. This allowed
us to easily adjust the names afterwards without changing the segmentation.
3.4 Quality Assurance
Many of the previously mentioned issues can be addressed by grading the
results or only accepting results from trusted annotators. Grading is more
robust, since it allows every instance to be inspected, at the cost of requiring
more time or money. Establishing trust, through qualification tasks or a
positive history, provides a cheaper way to identify good annotators, but is
not completely reliable. Therefore, we find a trade-off between these two,
giving us good results at lower costs.
Grading: Each of the previous annotation tasks fall into one of two classes
where quality can be verified efficiently:
1. Multiple annotations can be compared easily: By comparing multi-
ple annotations for the same object, inconsistencies can be identified
quickly.
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2. Quick visual inspection: The amount of time to visually inspect an
annotation is significantly less than the time to perform the annotation
itself.
For binary tasks, we collect labels for each object from multiple annota-
tors, allowing us to resolve the disagreement with a majority vote, or flag
it for manual inspection. This automatic comparison is best suited for bi-
nary annotations because visual inspection takes just as much time as the
actual annotation. Furthermore, obtaining the labels is cheap and fast, and
comparison is possible with simple boolean expressions.
In contrast, each of the localization tasks are time consuming and ex-
pensive to collect. Thus, collecting multiple annotations can be prohibitive.
Also, comparing two polygons may be possible, but is not always reliable.
Fortunately, visually verifying each of these annotations can be done at a
glance, so grading is still feasible.
Establishing Trust: To reduce the number of potentially bad annota-
tors and avoid inspecting every annotation, we can establish a certain level
of trust in two ways. First, we can require them to pass a qualification task,
which ensures that they have some grasp of the English language, and that
they understand the task. Another consequence is that annotators looking
for quick payment with little work are turned away by the perceived incon-
venience of taking the qualification test. A second method to identify good
annotators is to simply accept all work from an annotator that has submitted
a certain number of tasks and demonstrated that they will be accepted with
high probability. For labeling polygons, we accept everything from annota-
tors that we have given an acceptance rate of 90% for 10 or more annotations
for a particular task.
3.5 Results and Discussion
In this section, we give a qualitative and quantitative analysis of our anno-
tation tasks. There are several common factors to consider when collecting
data on mechanical turk. Quality, cost, and time are three interdependent
measures for good annotations. Here, we spent little energy choosing an op-
timal pay rate, and time was of minimal concern, so we focused mainly on
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ATT09 42 0.03 2.59 81.4 15980 559.30
CORE 73 0.04 1.98 90.7 9576 430.92
Polygon
Object 160 0.03 0.67 95.0 2780 97.30
Part 286 0.10 1.26 75.4 3192 351.12
Mask Material 372 0.07 0.68 78.3 1052 81.00
Table 3.1: Summary of statistics for tasks: This table shows that some
tasks are more difficult than others. Although the pay rate for part
polygons is twice as high as object polygons, the quality is significantly
lower. The difference in times between binary attributes for ATT09 and
CORE can be explained by a more stringent qualification process, and is
reflected in the acceptance rates. Total cost takes into account Mechanical
Turk commissions.
quality assurance. Sorokin and Forsyth [109] give a more detailed overview
of the trade-off between these criteria.
To characterize these factors, we first present a general set of statistics for
each task. Throughput, cost, pay rate and quality are the most representative
criteria. Each of these can be found in Table 3.1.
3.5.1 ATT09
To provide a comparison with previous work on collecting semantic attributes,
we compare to the ATT09 dataset. There are a total of 15980 objects from
the Pascal and Yahoo datasets, with 81 unique attributes (64 of which are
designated for experiments). The acceptance rate is only an estimate here,
based on the agreement with experts on a subset of the data. This previous
work uses a less stringent qualification process, and more importantly does
not filter out international workers. This is reflected in the lower acceptance
rate when compared to the CORE binary annotations.
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3.5.2 CORE
To summarize the CORE dataset, we collect 2780 images, containing 3192
labeled objects from 28 categories. For these objects, we collect a total of
26695 polygons from one of 71 possible part types, and there are 34 possible
binary attributes. Finally, there are 1052 images labeled with material masks,
with 10 different material labels. Tables A.1,A.2,A.3 give more details for
the attributes and categories collected.
Quality Results: We found that the quality of annotation is heavily
dependent on the task itself. For example, even with much lower pay rate,
the object annotations have the highest acceptance rate. When considering
the part polygon annotation, it seems that this task is too daunting for
some annotators. The results from Figure 3.4 support this hypothesis, as
we found that many of the bad annotations result from being completed too
hastily. To resolve this, it may be helpful to split the task in half, and request
annotations for a subset of the parts.
Out of curiosity, we performed a simple experiment to see how carefully
annotators actually read the directions. For the part annotation task, we
included a line at the end of the instructions asking the annotator to write
in the comment box “I Understand the Directions” with the first submitted
task. Only 20.47% of the annotators actually followed these instructions.
Unfortunately, this was not a helpful indicator of annotator reliability.
Suitable Tasks: This leads to a discussion of which tasks are more suit-
able for Mechanical Turk and what expectations to set for these tasks. First,
getting pixel perfect annotations either requires paying a small pool of qual-
ified works a high rate per task, or rejecting a large number of tasks. There-
fore, for these sorts of tasks, Mechanical Turk may not be the best solution.
The average worker is however willing to provide moderately accurate results,
as characterized by column 2 of Figure 3.3, quickly and at a low cost.
Furthermore, tasks with a small language dependence are appealing for
Mechanical Turk, because many of the annotators are not native English
speakers. Unfortunately, for many of our tasks, we are interested in the
explicit semantics related to objects, implying a language dependence. The
only other solution to leverage the potentially untapped workers is to provide
the tasks in a variety of languages.
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Figure 3.3: Annotation Results. Each row gives results for the object, part,
and material tasks, from top to bottom. From left to right, we characterize
the results as good, acceptable, and rejected. For objects, we want a
polygon for each object, and the polygons to be tight around the object.
For object parts, we also want every part to be labeled, and these parts to
be tight. For the rejected example, the annotator missed several parts and
annotated part of another plane. For materials, the mask should cover all
relevant portions of the object, while respecting material boundaries. The
rejected example demonstrates a mask that flows over boundaries, but more
importantly, commonly occurring language deficiencies.
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Figure 3.4: This graph shows a histogram of the amount of time spent on
good and bad object part annotations. It is clear that many annotators did
not want to spend sufficient time to produce high quality results. This may
be an indication that higher pay could produce better results. This
disparity in annotation time is not as prominent for the other tasks.
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3.6 Conclusion
We have presented a new dataset that provides rich descriptions of object to
encourage new areas of research in object representations and recognition.
After resolving many of the difficulties of collecting these detailed annota-
tions, we have the tools in place to allow us to expand the dataset to new
domains and categories, allowing the capabilities of recognition systems to
expand as well. We have already shown how to use these detailed annotations
to improve localization of broad domains of objects and improve attribute
prediction with localized models [37], as well as detailed structured models
for localizing objects and their parts. Tighe and Lazbenik [117] have also ex-
plored how to make detailed pixel-wise predictions at many levels, including
objects and their materials and parts.
With this case study, we have also identified some of the shortcomings and
limitations of Mechanical Turk, which is a valuable tool that is often tricky
to tame.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDING AND RECOGNIZING BROAD
DOMAINS OF OBJECTS
Before we can recognize an object, a vision system has to find it. When
presented with objects from an open world, this requires localizing objects
from categories that may have never been seen before. Although a category-
independent approach, like in Chapter 5, can simultaneously obtain high
recall for many types of object, the wide variety of objects forces it to make
many guesses, making it unsuitable as a standalone object detector. Instead,
here, we limit ourselves to detecting objects from broad domains, such as
animals or vehicles. By restricting ourselves to a slighty smaller portion
of the world, we can greatly increase precision, while still maintaining the
generality necessary to recognize many unfamiliar categories that could be
encountered in our open world. Further, these domains are far more coherent,
allowing us to capture detailed similarities, such as spatial layout and shared
parts.
To demonstrate the feasibility of building more general detectors, we first
explore the problem of detecting broad domains of objects, such as animals or
vehicles. This proof of concept system uses a simple voting method to com-
bine detections for collection of detectors trained across a variety of groupings
of categoies and their parts. We find that even with such a simple approach,
we obtain remarkable accuracy for such a broad problem. However, this ap-
proach is limited to recognizing objects as members of their domains, and is
unable to accurately give much more detail about the localized objects. This
leads us to the more detailed problem of localizing objects and their parts,
as well as predicting if they are familiar, and if so, their basic level cate-
gories. This requires a more structured approach that captures the spatial
correlations between the objects and their parts.
Therefore, we propose to model objects in terms of shared parts and lay-
outs, so that learning of several related categories can be treated as a single,
unified recognition problem. Our representation is organized as a mixture of
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(a) Shared Voting for Objects (b) Structured Body Plans
Figure 4.1: We present two methods for localizing broad domains of objects
and their parts. (a) As proof of concept, we train detectors on a wide range
of shared tasks, such as four-legged animal, wheeled vehicle, and animal
head. The detections then vote for candidate objects, yielding surprising
accuracy. (b) Our shared body plans enable joint training of detailed
structured representations of related categories, which are able to detect
and localize the parts of both the familiar elk and the unfamiliar cow.
body plans, shown in Figures 6.1 and 4.5, that predict the categories and spa-
tial arrangement of parts. Left-facing, standing dogs, cats, horses and cows,
all have the same visible parts in roughly the same configuration, and they
can be modeled with the same body plan. One body plan can be shared by
many categories, and a single category may be represented by several plans
that correspond to different viewpoints or poses. Likewise, we model each
part’s appearance with a mixture of models that is shared across categories,
encoding, for example, that frontal views of horse heads and cow heads have
similar appearance. Our approach is to learn these models from bounding
boxes of objects and their parts. The part annotations provide explicit cor-
respondence within and across categories, allowing us to construct a shared
representation with more flexible layout models and detailed prediction. Be-
cause parts may be difficult to detect in isolation, we use structured learning
to jointly model the appearance of parts and categories and body plans, and
use structured prediction for inference.
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4.1 Background
Our focus is on creating the right level of abstraction for knowledge trans-
fer. Others [118, 88, 110, 71, 116, 19, 9, 39, 10, 81] have shown that sharing
low-level features can improve efficiency or accuracy, when few examples are
available. But on challenging datasets [33] with many training examples,
these methods have not yet been shown to outperform the best indepen-
dently trained detectors (e.g. [44]). By providing stronger supervision, we
enable more effective knowledge transfer, leading to substantially better per-
formance than standard object detectors at localization and naming, while
additionally inferring pose and composition.
Our aim to improve generalization through supervised intermediate se-
mantics is related to several recent works. Palatucci et al. [91] study the
generalization properties of systems that use intermediate representations
to make predictions for new categories, with application to interpretation
of neural patterns. Kumar et al. [64] show that predicted facial attributes,
such as fullness of lips, are highly useful in face verification. More generally,
their work demonstrates the role of intermediate semantics for subcategory
differentiation, while ours focuses on generalization across broad domains.
Farhadi et al. [38] and Lampert et al. [67] show that supervised attributes
can be transferred across object categories, allowing description and naming
of objects from categories not seen during training. These attributes were
learned and inferred at the image level, without localization. In contrast,
we learn localized detectors of parts and encode their spatial correlations.
This allows us to automatically localize objects and to provide much more
accurate and detailed predictions.
In our use of supervised parts to aid detection, we relate to recent works
on learning compositional models of objects [132, 63, 127, 4]. Compositional
models are attractive because they allow different objects to be represented
by shared components, allowing learning with fewer examples. Though our
aim relates, our models are much simpler, and we are able to achieve state-
of-the-art results on a difficult dataset.
Ultimately, we show that by jointly learning appearance and layout of
both parts and categories from fully supervised examples we can better
recognize objects than if training from only whole-object bounding boxes.
Intuitively, part annotations should help because they provide a more de-
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tailed correspondence that reveals the internal object structure. Yet, as
Felzenszwalb et al. [42] note, it has been difficult to show that part-based
models [16, 21, 32, 46, 49, 62, 83, 63] can outperform simpler rigid tem-
plate [98, 102, 124, 22] or bag of feature [131, 123] models.
Bourdev and Malik [14] use labeled joint positions to improve human de-
tection. However, they add spatial models on top of pre-trained appearance
models, which we show in this work can hinder the efficacy of the additional
annotation. Instead, we treat the spatial model as an integral component
of our learning procedure, allowing detectors to learn to rely on each other,
giving greater gains. Further, our model aims to improve a number of re-
lated tasks simultaneously, rather than pooling many supervised detectors
for a single task. Similarly, Sun and Savarese [112] train a fully supervised
part based model to improve detection of individual categories while localiz-
ing their parts. In contrast, our model attacks the more general problem of
not only recognizing individual categories but also jointly representing sev-
eral related categories, requiring that our model address the larger variation
in part size, appearance, and spatial configuration. Further, our model can
encode missing parts and multiple occurrences of a single part type, such as
legs, while parts in their model are distinct and must always be detected.
In addition to our work, there have been several other works that train
shared representations across categories [119, 89, 90] for detecting objects.
However, each of these works relies on latent parts to build the shared rep-
resentation and are unable to localize named parts. One recent work of
this nature from Ott and Everingham [90] is complementary to ours, as it
extends the deformable part model to share latent (rather than supervised)
parts across multiple categories. In fact, with the constraint construction and
latent structure parameterization of our model, latent parts of their form can
be directly incorporated into our model.
We propose: 1) a representation of related object categories in terms of
shared appearance and part layout; 2) a structured learning method to jointly
train the parameters of these models; and 3) an efficient inference procedure
to jointly localize objects and their parts. When provided with detailed
annotation (bounding boxes of entire objects and their parts), we first present
a simple proof of concept system that can detect objects from broad domains.
Then we show how to learn structured representations of objects that are
shared across categories and discriminatively trained to localize objects and
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Figure 4.2: Current object detectors can learn parts and superordinate
categories that generalize across basic-level categories. On the top row, we
show the area under the ROC (AUC) for all detectors that are required to
generalize to unfamiliar objects, with the bottom showing full curves for
some examples. The categories of familiar objects are seen during training,
while unfamiliar objects are not. AUC is computed on the curve truncated
at 2FP (see Section 4.2.3), so that chance performance is approximately 0
and perfect is 1.
their parts. We also show how our structured representation can learn from
objects that have only bounding box annotations, so that the computer can
better recognize them and find their parts.
4.2 Validating Multicategory Detection Models
Shared appearance models are the foundation of our approach. If we cannot
detect parts or objects, even the most sophisticated reasoning will be useless.
We have some evidence [33] that object detectors can work well, if they are
trained on many examples of whole objects and tested on instances from the
same categories. But can these methods learn to recognize parts or broad
categories in a way that generalizes across categories? In this section we first
verify that we can build object detectors consider a simple votin
4.2.1 Shared Appearance Models
Using the code from Felzenszwalb et al. [44] and our training set, we train
detectors for parts (e.g., “leg” or “wheel”), superordinate categories (e.g.,
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“four-legged animal” or “four-wheeled vehicle”), and basic-level categories
(e.g., “dog” or “car”). These detectors model objects as mixtures of de-
formable “part” models. These parts are latent and without intermediate
semantics. They are modeled by histograms of gradients (HOG) and allowed
limited movement, providing robustness to small deformations. We use the
default settings, modeling objects as a mixture of two components, each with
a root and five latent parts (see [44] for further details). We find that both
the mixture model and the latent “parts” improve recognition performance,
even when detecting simple semantic parts such as legs or wheels. Detection
is performed by sliding window, followed by non-maximum suppression with
0.5 overlap threshold for categories and 0.25 for parts. The detector SVM
outputs are calibrated using Platt’s probabilistic outputs algorithm [92] (fit-
ting a sigmoid) on the training set.
In Figure 4.2, we show the test accuracy of the trained detectors for both
familiar and unfamiliar objects. For instance, the “four-legged animal” detec-
tor needs to generalize from the familiar objects – camels, dogs, elk, lizards,
and elephants – to the unfamiliar objects, such as cows, cats, and alligators.
The superordinate categories tend to achieve about 60% of the recall at the
same false positive rate, while part detectors have greater variation in per-
formance. Some parts are relatively easily detected and generalized. These
parts include leg, wing, head, eye, and ear for animals, and wheel, license
plate, and side window for vehicles. Some parts (not shown), such as rear-
view mirror were too small or too infrequent to learn well. Overall, these
detection results show a surprising degree of generalization across categories.
This gives us hope for more integrated object models.
4.2.2 Voting Method
We train one localizer for animals and one for vehicles that predicts the object
bounding box based on the positions and confidences of category and part
detections. Our voting method (illustrated in Figure 4.3) is strongly related
to existing works that vote based on learned codewords [69, 77], distinctive
keypoints [20, 123], or human parts [14]. Of these, our method is most similar
to Bourdev and Malik [14], who select distinctive parts that correspond to a
particular position in a supervised body pose. Our method differs in that the
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of voting method. Confident detections vote for
object position and size. Left: high confidence detections (box and name
colors correspond). Center: sample of votes from three detections (thick
lines are detected box, thin lines are voted boxes). Right: object candidate
in red and detections that cast votes for it.
parts used for voting are semantic, fully supervised, and, more importantly,
shared across categories.
In training, we find all correct detections above a given confidence thresh-
old (0.01 for the calibrated detectors in our experiments). Then, we compute
and store the offset in scale and position (relative to scale) for each ground
truth object bounding box. For instance, both a detected “head” and a de-
tected “dog” will vote for the bounding box of the entire animal. This allows
us to vote from both parts and whole-object detectors. Denoting the detec-
tion box by center {xd, yd} and scale {sxd, syd} and the ground truth object
box {xo, yo, sxo, syo}, the offset is {xo−xdsxd ,
yo−yd
syd
, sxo
sxd
, syo
syd
}. During prediction,
each offset gets an equal vote with the sum equal to the detection confidence;
the voted box is determined by the offset and the detection bounding box.
Some detectors may have hundreds of correct detections, many with nearly
identical offsets. To improve efficiency, we merge nearly overlapping offsets
(intersection over union threshold of 0.85) as a pre-process, accumulating
votes appropriately.
During testing, we threshold detections by confidence (again at 0.01) and
cast weighted votes for each offset. These need to be combined into final votes
for objects. The typical procedure is accumulation through Hough voting [69,
77] or mode-finding using mean shift [123]. We found these methods difficult
to work with, due to speed and the need to set various parameters. Instead,
we use a simple two-step clustering procedure. The first step is to perform
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non-maximum suppression of voted boxes. The most confident vote is set
as a cluster center. Remaining boxes in decreasing order of confidence are
assigned to the existing center with highest overlap or made into a center
if the maximum overlap is less than threshold (0.5). The second step is
a form of k-means, iterating between computing the weighted mean of the
boxes within a cluster and reassigning each box to the nearest center (using
overlap, not Euclidean distance). Because these centers may drift towards
each other, we repeat these two steps several times until the number of centers
is left unchanged. The initial score for a candidate is given by the sum of
confidences of voted boxes with at least 50% overlap.
The entire voting process takes about fifteen minutes to find all animals
or vehicles in the set of 1400 test images, and it achieves high recall with
few object candidates per image. With roughly 10-20 candidates per image,
the system achieves 85% recall for familiar objects, and roughly 70% recall
for unfamiliar objects. The parts improve recall, especially for unfamiliar
animals: without them, recall drops by about 15%.
Though they improve recall, the part detections add little weight to the
voting score because they are not independently confident. To make better
use of them, we rescore the detections by training logistic regression on the
voting score and the localized part and category detections.
4.2.3 Experiments
Here we evaluate our ability to find all animals or vehicles. We measure
how well we perform for familiar objects and for unfamiliar objects. In all,
our experiments show that part and superordinate detectors can generalize
across basic categories (Figure 4.2) and that modeling objects in terms of
shared properties allows much better localization (Figures 4.4, 4.8) for both
familiar and unfamiliar objects.
Baseline. Our baseline uses top-notch detectors [44] to learn basic-level
categories. For localization, we calibrate the detectors and perform non-
maximum suppression.
Evaluation. To evaluate localization, we use area under the ROC curve,
truncated at 2FP per image to emphasize the high precision portion. In con-
trast with average precision, a recently popular performance measure [33],
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Localization Animal Vehicle
AUC F U C F U C
BLC Baseline .364 .126 .203 .644 .313 .425
Voting .456 .230 .303 .679 .441 .521
Table 4.1: We compare AUC for localizing familiar and unfamiliar objects
(F=familiar, U=unfamiliar, C=combined) to a baseline that uses a detector
trained only on basic categories.
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Figure 4.4: We compare our ability to detect familiar and unfamiliar
animals and vehicles. Our model integrates shared parts and superordinate
detectors. The baseline uses only the standard basic-level detectors.
our measure does not depend strongly on the density of positive examples.
This is important because it allows us to meaningfully compare curves com-
puted for different populations of objects.
In Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4, we compare our ability to find animals or
vehicles to a baseline. We can draw two conclusions. First, we are better
able to recover familiar objects than unfamiliar objects, as expected, we also
do well on unfamiliar objects (Figure 4.8). Second, our method outperforms
the baseline by a large margin, especially for unfamiliar objects. The im-
provement is amazing considering that we use the same detection method as
the baseline and see the same training examples. The difference is due to
our appropriate use of our shared part and superordinate detectors.
The baseline is computed by performing non-maximum suppression over
the calibrated basic-level category (BLC) detectors. Our method votes for
object candidates using part and category detection, weighted by confidence,
and sums the votes as a score (Section 4.2). We also tried our voting method
using only BLC detectors and achieved similar results to the baseline, en-
suring that the improvement is due to our shared parts and superordinate
categories. Although part detectors improve our recall, they do not have
large impact on the voting score because they are rarely confident.
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4.3 Shared Body Plans
We next aim to improve prediction accuracy and learning efficiency by shar-
ing more structured representations among related categories. We can take
advantage of explicitly labeled parts and broad categories to better corre-
spond objects within and across categories. This additional supervision en-
ables more flexible layout models that handle deformation in scale, multiple
parts, and occlusion, and it also facilitates sharing of detector and spatial
layout parameters. Our multi-category representation is motivated by the
following intuitions:
1. Objects from related categories, viewed in similar poses, have similar
overall shapes, appearance of parts, and layout of parts. We model
objects with broad category detectors, part detectors, and body plans,
whose parameters are shared across basic categories.
2. Objects from the same category vary dramatically in appearance and
layout, due to change in pose and viewpoint. We employ mixture
models for part and category appearance and train a mixture of body
plans.
3. For different instances or categories, the same part may vary in relative
size and position. We learn anchor points that set the expected position
and size of a part and allow detections to vary in both position and
size with some deformation cost.
4. One object may have multiple copies of the same part, though some
may be occluded. We define multiple anchor points for each named
part, so that one part can be detected multiple times; in structured
prediction, we infer which were actually detected, potentially encoding
that several or no instances of a part were observed.
5. A particular detector should work well in the context of other detec-
tors, not necessarily in isolation. We employ structured learning and
prediction to learn parameters that work well together.
The body plans are viewpoint-dependent models of the spatial layout of
parts, and they are shared across basic categories. One body plan may
correspond to four-legged animals that are standing and facing right, while
another might correspond to flying birds, and another to non-objects.
The body plan regularizes the set of part/category detections in three
ways. First, the plan provides a set of anchor positions where the detections
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Figure 4.5: Body plans: Four of the nine body plans used to represent
four-legged animals. Each body plan represents a cluster of coherent poses
from one or many categories. (left) Each box represents an anchor point
which encodes the expected position and scale of a particular object or part
detector. (right) Examples of a wide range of animals and poses that are
captured by each body plan.
are likely to occur (detections are penalized for drifting from these anchor
positions), see Figure 4.6. Second, the plan encodes pairwise constraints
between anchor points. For example, an object cannot be both a “horse”
and a “dog”, an animal cannot have two “head” detections, and an “eye”
cannot be detected on distant anchor points. Third, the plan provides a prior
(through a bias term) on the likelihood of observing particular categories and
parts. When encoding the appearance of parts with a mixture of viewpoint-
dependent models (as in our model), these bias terms also provide a prior on
viewpoint.
4.3.1 Details of Parameterization
We represent a range of object categories (e.g., all four-legged animals) with
shared body plans and appearance-based detectors. The object model con-
sists of a set of detectors of type t with appearance parameters wAt and a set
of body plans. One body plan b is parameterized by: an object root position
and scale; a set of anchor points ({ˆlbi}) defining the expected position and
scale of a detector of type tbi relative to the root; weights for deformation
in position and scale wDb ; a bias w
B
bt for each detector; constraints between
anchor points Hb; and a bias term wBb0 for the body plan.
An instance of an object hypothesis of body plan b is defined by the struc-
ture h, where each element hi = (δi, li) defines the state of anchor point
i. The indicator δi is 1 if the detection for anchor point i is visible and 0
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Figure 4.6: Spatial Model: Each body plan uses a number of anchor points
to represent possible locations of each detector type, such as legs. (Top)
For each leg anchor point, we search for a detection window that maximizes
the tradeoff between appearance score and deformation cost. (Bottom) We
iteratively choose the anchor with highest score (Leg 1), and apply the
exclusion constraints to narrow the search for the next possible anchor. We
repeat until we reach the maximum number of allowed detections.
otherwise. li gives the position of this detection in location and scale.
Objective Function. At each object root position and scale l0 = (x, y, s),
we search for the highest scoring body plan b and structure h:
{b∗,h∗} = argmax
b,h∈Hb
fb(h; x, l0,w)
fb(h; x, l0,w) = w
B
b0 +
Nb∑
i=1
δi · Sb(li; x, l0,w) (4.1)
Sb(li; x, l0,w) = w
B
bti
+SA(li; x,w
A
ti
)− SD(li; lˆbi, l0,wDbti)
For each body plan b and ith anchor point lˆbi, we find the detection position li
that maximizes the overall body plan score Sb. This score is composed of the
appearance score SA, a deformation penalty SD, and a per-type bias w
B
bti
. If
the overall score is greater than zero, then δi = 1, subject to the constraints
given by set Hb; otherwise, δi = 0. The most likely object structure h∗,
therefore, is composed of a set of detections that are consistent in appearance
and joint configuration with an object in the given domain at position l0,
and its score is the sum of the individual detection scores. Our inference
procedure is further explained in Section 4.6.
Appearance Models. The appearance score SA uses the HOG-based, de-
formable latent part models of Felzenszwalb et al. [42] for categories and
parts. Each detector models an object in terms of a whole-object appear-
ance template (grid of oriented gradient histograms) and a set of latent part
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templates, anchor points, and deformation costs. Modal variations within
category are partially captured by modeling the appearance as a mixture of
components, leading to a set of detectors for a given object part or category
label. We treat each component as a different detector type, allowing body
plans to select which aspect of a detector to use. Given the locations of
the latent parts, the appearance model for detector type t can be written
as linear classifier wAt over the structured features φt. Note that, though
our appearance models are parameterized as in [42], ours are shared across
categories and jointly trained using structured learning.
Deformation Costs. Like [42], deformation costs are a linear combination
of linear and quadratic penalties for deforming from the expected position.
However, we also allow deformations in scale in addition to position.
SD(li; lˆbi, lo,w
D
bti
) = wDbti · ψt(li, lˆbi + l0)
ψt(l, lˆ) =
(
dx, dx2, dy, dy2, ds, ds2
)T
(4.2)
dx =
(lx− lˆx)
2ls
, dy =
(ly− lˆy)
2ls
, ds = ls − lˆs
Deformations in position are normalized by the scale of the detection to
maintain consistent score across scales.
.
Constraints. Our model prevents unlikely detections with count constraints
and exclusion constraints. Count constraints can be used to prevent an
animal from having two heads or more than four legs. Exclusion constraints
avoid unusual combinations of anchor points, such as all four legs being
detected on the same side of the animal. See Figure 4.6 for an example. In
the form of a linear binary program, they can be written as follows:
δi + δj ≤ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ Se (Exclusion)∑
i∈Sc
δi ≤ τc, ∀c (Count).
The set Se over pairs of examples defines the exclusion constraints, where
only one element in each pair can be active. Each count constraint is defined
by the set Sc, indicating the elements constrained, and τc, the maximum
number of anchor points in Sc that can be active.
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4.4 Initialization
Before training the model, we must first initialize the spatial model by par-
titioning the data into separate body plans and finding appropriate anchor
points.
Body Plan Selection. Since we have detailed annotations for each object
and its parts, we can establish direct correspondences between examples and
cluster them into body-plans with coherent layouts. These body plans help
reduce the variation in appearance and simplify their spatial models. To
cluster the examples, we compute distance dij between each pair of objects
and use kernel K-means [51] to generate K body plan clusters.
The distance dij measures how many parts the objects share and the agree-
ment between their spatial configuration. First, the objects are rectified so
their bounding boxes have unit diagonal and are centered at (0, 0). Then, for
each part type, we compute the distance between the centers of the parts.
If there are multiple parts of a type, such as legs, we compute the matching
with minimal average distance. Parts that do not have a match or have a
matched distance greater than 25% the size of the object are given a penalty
of 1. Examples of the resulting clusters can be found in Figure 4.5.
Keypoint Selection. For each body plan, we now need to select a small set
of anchor points for each detector type. These anchor points should be chosen
to minimize the expected distance to each example, allowing tightly tuned
spatial models while remaining flexible enough to explain every example.
We use a bounding box clustering procedure similar to [37]. Each example
is again scaled to a unit diagonal and centered at (0, 0). For windows of each
type, we incrementally build a set of clusters S to ensure that each example
is sufficiently covered. At each iteration, we randomly select a box and check
its overlap with elements already in S. If the overlap is below 40%, it is
not well covered and is added to S. Otherwise, we add it to the existing
cluster s ∈ S that has the best overlap. Finally, we remove any cluster in
S that has few examples assigned to it. After multiple independent trials
of this clustering procedure, we choose the set S that minimizes the average
deformation cost SD (eq. 4.2) of the model. We add an exclusion constraint
if a pair of anchors of a type are never active within the same example.
Initial Model Parameters. As observed in [42], it is important to pro-
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Independent Search Joint Search
Figure 4.7: Joint search for violated constraints: The left column shows
difficult negative examples when independently training a head detector.
On the right are hard negative boxes for the jointly trained model. By only
considering regions in the image where other detectors are also confident,
indicated by the highlighted region, hard negatives from much (or all) of the
image can be ignored, allowing the classifier to focus on a more constrained
training and inference problem. See section 4.5 for details on learning.
vide good initializations when learning models with latent structures. We
initialize the appearance models using detectors trained independently for
each type t. Quadratic deformation costs are set to a small constant and
linear deformation costs and biases are set to zero.
4.5 Structured Learning
We take a max-margin structured learning approach to train our model.
This allows us to jointly train all of the appearance models and the spatial
deformation parameters that tie them together. By jointly training all of the
detectors, an individual detector can learn that it only needs to be correct
when the other detectors provide sufficient evidence that an object is visible.
Figure 4.7 illustrates this joint search. Further, by careful construction of a
latent ground truth representation and structured loss, we can incorporate
training examples with mixed levels of supervision, such as fully annotated
examples with object and part boxes and partially annotated examples which
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are missing part annotations.
4.5.1 Structured Learning Objective
We begin by showing how the model can be parametrized as a linear weight-
ing of features Φ(h; xi) induced by the inferred structure h. Let φt and ψt
be the detector and deformation features for each detector type. φt are the
features produced from the linear model of [42] for a detection of type t at
location (x, y) and scale s. As shown in equation 4.2, the deformation costs
are written as a weighted linear combination of the linear and quadratic de-
formations, giving the features ψt(l; p). A single feature vector Φ is produced
by concatenating the features from each detector type, with zeros for types
not detected. To allow multiple detections of a single type, such as legs, we
sum over the features of each detection.
Now, we can write the structured learning problem in the margin rescaled
formulation of [129], written below in the unconstrained form:
min
w
1
2
||w||22 +
F (w)︷ ︸︸ ︷
C
∑
i
max
hˆ∈Hbi
wTΦ(hˆ; xi) + ∆(yi, hˆ)
−
G(w)︷ ︸︸ ︷
C
∑
i
max
h∈HGT (yi)
wTΦ(h; xi) . (4.3)
While searching for weights w, this objective imposes a penalty for each
example where some h ∈ Hb is within a margin (defined by the loss ∆(yi,h))
from the highest scoring positive structure h∗i chosen from the set of valid
ground truth structures HGT (yi).
Ground Truth Structure. The best ground truth structure h∗i of each
example yi is a latent structure chosen from the set HGT (yi). Any latent
structure that has a highly overlapping detection for every ground truth
box in yi is considered correct and included in HGT (yi). This allows us
to incorporate structures with latent parts and mixed supervision. Missing
annotations are simply treated as latent values that can be chosen freely. For
an object labeled with object boxes, but not its parts, HGT constrains the
object detectors, while the parts can be detected or ignored based on their
contribution to the overall score.
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Loss. We use a Hamming loss ∆(y,h) to measure the disagreement between
a hypothesis h and the given ground truth y. Here, a penalty of 1 is added
for each false positive ∆fp(y,h) and false negative ∆fn(y,h). Each duplicate
detection is counted as an additional false positive ∆dd(y,h):
∆(y,h) = ∆dd(y,h) + ∆fp(y,h) + ∆fn(y,h).
For examples which have not been fully labeled, there is no penalty for false
positives, so ∆fp = 0.
4.5.2 Optimization
To minimize the learning objective in equation 4.3, we use the cutting-plane
optimization procedure proposed in [129] for max-margin structured learning
with latent variables. By writing the objective as the difference between two
convex terms, F (w) and G(w), we can use the CCCP procedure [130] to find
a local minimum (or saddle point). The CCCP algorithm iterates between
computing a lower-boundGt(w) ofG(w) and optimizing the resulting convex
subproblem. At iteration t, we use the current model wt to computeGt(w) by
finding the highest scoring latent structures for each ground truth example:
h∗i = argmax
h∈HGT (yi)
wTt Φ(h; xi)
Gt(w) =
∑
i
wTΦ(h∗i ; xi). (4.4)
The resulting convex subproblem reduces to a non-latent structured learn-
ing problem, which we solve using cutting-plane based stochastic gradient
descent in Algorithm 1. To avoid enumerating the exponential number of con-
straints, this algorithm incrementally builds up a set of violated constraints.
At iteration t, we first update the constraint set Hˆi for each example with the
new most violated constraint hˆi using loss augmented inference (Line 5) and
then minimize the objective over these sets using stochastic gradient descent,
continuing iteration until convergence.
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Algorithm 1 Optimization of Convex Subproblem
1: Hˆi = ∅
2: repeat
3: t = 0
4: for all xi do
5: hˆi = argmaxh∈Hbi w
TΦ(h; xi)+∆(y,h)
6: Hˆi = Hˆi ∪ {hˆi}
7: end for
8: repeat
9: Randomly select example i, Let λ = 1c+t
10: hˆi = argmaxh∈Hˆi
(
wTΦ(h; xi) + ∆(yi,h)
)
11: wt+1 = wt − λ
(
wt + Φ(hˆi)−Φ(h∗i )
)
12: t = t+ 1
13: until Convergence
14: w = wt
15: until Convergence
4.5.3 Practical Considerations
Since this structured learning problem simultaneously trains multiple detec-
tors, it requires dealing with large amounts of data, and there are several
important practical tricks to speed up the optimization.
Constraint Generation: Loss augmented inference requires running
each detector at every iteration, making it important to minimize the number
of iterations required to collect the entire constraint set. Since we compute
the highest scoring structure for each root position to find the most violated
constraint, we have easy access to a large number of additional violated exam-
ples. Therefore we choose the most violated structure along with a number
of additional randomly sampled violated structures. This random sampling
gives a diverse set of structures, giving a wider coverage of the constraint set.
In practice, this inclusion of additional violated constraints greatly speeds
convergence.
Constraint Caching: One consequence of including many extra struc-
tures is that irrelevant examples quickly accumulate. Therefore, we also
employ a caching procedure similar to [42] which discards structures that
have either remained outside the margin for a number of iterations or have
consistently scored less than the most violated constraint. Waiting several
iterations improves stability and avoids frequently discarding and adding the
same constraints over time.
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4.6 Inference
We compute argmax{h,b} fb(h; x,o,w) to generate a hypothesis for each root
location o. We greedily compute an approximate solution which works well
in practice, and begins by computing the score of placing a detection at each
anchor point. This requires computing the appearance scores for each type
using individual detectors followed by pre-computing the deformation costs
using max convolutions. To construct a hypothesis for each root location l0,
we incrementally choose the highest scoring anchor point that satisfies all ac-
tive constraints and then update the constraint set to include any additional
constraints. For n anchor points, this results in a computational complexity
of O(n log n+ n2) per root position.
Future Extensions. Although the greedy solutions are found to be good
in practice, high scoring structures can be refined using exact inference cast
as a mixed integer linear program. To further speed inference, the cascaded
detection approach from [41] could lead to significant speedups since the
cascade would tie together many categories and their parts through the broad
category detector.
4.6.1 Augmented Inference
For training, we need to modify the inference procedure from the previous
section to find the highest scoring ground truth structure (Eq 4.4) and the
most violated constraint (Algorithm 1, line 5).
Ground Truth. To find the highest scoring ground truth structure, we
restrict our search to detections with sufficient overlap with each ground
truth part. To ensure that every ground truth part is assigned to an anchor
point, we greedily add the highest scoring anchor point that agrees with the
ground truth and active constraints until all of the ground truth windows are
covered. If the training example is partially labeled, we add any remaining
anchor points that satisfy the constraints and increase the hypothesis score.
Finally, if the model does not allow a zero loss solution, we instead choose
the highest scoring solution with the smallest possible loss.
Loss Augmented Inference. To find the most violated constraint, the
score of a hypothesis is augmented by adding its corresponding loss. Note
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that the false positive and false negative losses decompose over detection
windows. Therefore, each window that has insufficient overlap with a ground
truth part has its score increased by one to account for the false positive loss.
Each correct window’s score is decreased by one, since choosing it will remove
the loss contributed by a false negative. Notice that this establishes a margin
of two between each positive and negative detection, similar to the binary
SVM. Finally, we can (approximately) account for duplicate detections by
incrementing all correct detection scores of a given part once it is correctly
detected with another window.
4.6.2 Detection Rescoring
Our inference procedure only provides a single score for the highest scoring
structure h∗, but we also need a score for each constituent detection. The
score Sb (eq. 4.1) for each detection incorporates the appearance score and
spatial agreement with the hypothesis, but does not include the evidence
from the rest of the structure. Instead, we use a convex combination of the
overall hypothesis score fb and the detection score Sb.
Sresc(li; h) = (1− αti)fb(h) + αtiSb(li). (4.5)
A weight αt is chosen for each detector type t with a grid search on a held
out set:
4.7 Experiments
In the following section we evaluate the benefits of our shared body plan
model. We test using four-legged categories, with the goal of detecting ob-
jects and their parts, whether familiar or unfamiliar. Our results show that
our method surpasses strong baselines when generalizing across many cate-
gories (Tables 4.2, 4.3), or specializing for specific categories (Table 4.4).
Baseline. For each part and object detection task, we train an indepen-
dent deformable part detector from [42]. Each of these detectors has the
same parameterization as the appearance models in our structured models.
Throughout all experiments, we use two components for each model, with
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Basic Level Superord. Pascal
Camel Dog Eleph. Elk Fam/Unf Dog Unf
Independent 25.5 4.2 55.7 50.7 26.7/13.6 2.6 9.6
Indep+Spat–Parts 29.4 3.3 52.3 52.7 30.0/14.0 3.5 9.9
Indep+Spat+Parts 26.6 3.2 53.5 55.9 31.3/13.5 2.4 10.6
Joint Spat+App–Parts 29.5 6.4 54.9 59.9 33.2/13.6 2.3 11.4
Joint Spat+App+Parts 29.0 6.0 57.8 57.8 35.5/14.0 4.2 12.2
Table 4.2: Broad Category Model Results: We compare results for the
task of detecting four-legged animals, their basic level categories, and their
parts on CORE and Pascal using the APN measure (see Section 4.7).
Independent are independently trained deformable part detectors.
Indep+Spatial take those independent models and pool them with our
spatial model. Joint Spatial+App is our full model where all appearance
and spatial parameters are jointly trained. -parts,+parts indicate whether
the model leaves out or includes part detectors. We see that joint training
is essential for achieving greatest gains, and for some cases without joint
training, the spatial model hurts performance.
Parts
Head Leg Torso
Independent 9.9/1.7 10.5/3.8 28.3/12.1
Indep+Spat-Parts — — —
Indep+Spat+Parts 3.6/0.8 4.3/1.5 30.1/13.2
Joint Spat+App–Parts — — —
Joint Spat+App+Parts 9.0/1.7 16.1/4.3 33.9/14.2
Table 4.3: Broad Category Model Results: Parts. Results for detecting
parts from the superordinate four-legged category on CORE. Pairs of
numbers indicate Familiar/Unfamiliar results. Our full model with parts is
able to make a wide range of detailed predictions, outperforming many of
the baselines.
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five latent parts for each object detector and three latent parts for each part
detector. To demonstrate the benefits of our joint training, we also include a
baseline which learns the same spatial model, but with independently trained
appearance models. To do this, we replace the HOG appearance features with
two features: the score of a pre-trained detector and a bias.
Datasets. We use the CORE dataset [27] to train our fully supervised
models. We use 75 training examples from the following four-legged animals
in CORE: camel, dog, elk, elephant. For testing, CORE includes 75 examples
from the previous classes, and adds 150 fully labeled cats and cows to evaluate
detection accuracy of unfamiliar objects and parts. We use the Pascal 2008
validation set for further evaluation, which contains the familiar dog category,
along with four unfamiliar categories: cat, cow, horse, and sheep. To train a
dog model with mixed supervision, we include 240 additional dog boxes from
the Pascal 2008 train set.
Evaluation. We evaluate detection accuracy using a normalized version of
the average precision measure used in the Pascal detection challenge, indi-
cated by APN , as introduced in [58]. To account for different numbers of test
examples of parts and categories, the true positive rate is normalized by N
Nj
,
where N is a constant factor and Nj the number of examples in the category
j. N is chosen to be 0.15Nimages, approximately the average Nj on Pascal.
Note that in our results, the relative ordering of the methods do not change,
but the numbers are more directly comparable across tasks. As with Pascal,
object detections are considered correct if the bounding box has at least 50%
overlap with the ground truth. Part detections are correct with 25% overlap,
as in [37].
Results. To test the benefits of a shared representation across four-legged
animals, we first tie the four familiar basic level detectors together with a
superordinate four-legged detector. We create a second more detailed model
by adding the shared supervised parts to the previous model. From Ta-
bles 4.2, 4.3 it is clear that jointly training all of the detectors yields a
great benefit over tying together independently trained detectors. Second,
although the joint models without parts are slightly better for basic level
detection on CORE, the parts are important for improving accuracy for the
broad category detection task, especially for familiar four-legged animals on
CORE and for all objects on Pascal. By including part detectors we are also
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able to make more detailed predictions about both familiar and unfamiliar
objects on both datasets. See Figure 4.8 for qualitative results.
Next, we construct a separate structured model for each individual cate-
gory that jointly trains a basic level detector with the part detectors. Results
are shown in Table 4.4. Again, the full joint model greatly improves object
detection, while still providing detailed part predictions. These results fur-
ther emphasize the importance of jointly training the appearance models.
For many of the tasks, such as detecting elk parts, joint training is essential
to get gains from our spatial model, indicating that some pre-trained detec-
tors may not be well suited for use in the spatial model. Here we see more
significant gains for object detection than with the broad model because
the part models are allowed to specialize for each category. This suggests
building a hierarchical model where each part detector in the broad model
is supplemented by category specific part detectors. The broad model can
retain its broad generalization across four-legged animals, while specializing
for familiar categories.
Finally, we consider the task of improving dog detection by adding addi-
tional examples with object-level boxes from Pascal. On CORE, dog detec-
tion APN increases to 21.4 and on Pascal increases to 7.9 from 4.2 for an
independent dog detector trained on CORE and Pascal. A fully structured
model trained only on CORE falls in between with APN of 6.0. These promis-
ing results show that our latent definition of the ground truth structure can
be used for flexible learning and can lead to even greater gains.
4.8 Conclusions
In this work, we treat recognition of many objects as a unified problem.
When presented with many supervised detection tasks, our jointly trained
detectors excel when compared to detectors that are tied together after being
trained in isolation. By jointly training all of the appearance models with the
spatial model, they can learn that they need only be confident in the presence
of other strong object evidence. Our flexible definition of valid ground truth
structures can be used to incorporate examples with incomplete annotations.
For dogs, we show that adding training examples with only object level boxes
can further improve accuracy.
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Four Legged
Camel
Four Legged
Camel
Four Legged
Elk
Four Legged
Elk
(a) Familiar Categories
Elephant
Four Legged
Four Legged
Four Legged
(b) Unfamiliar Categories
Four Legged
Elephant
Camel
Four LeggedFour Legged
Elephant
Four Legged
Elephant
(c) Common Mistakes
Figure 4.8: Shown above are high scoring structures after non-maximum
suppression (Yellow ellipse: head, blue ellipse: torso, red line: leg). (a)
Familiar categories seen during training: our model can handle a variety of
poses and missing parts (e.g., left camel). (b) Cats and cows were never
seen during training, but we can still provide detailed predictions. Note the
vast change in scale between the cat and cow head detections. (c) Typical
mistakes include predicting basic level labels for unfamiliar objects,
collecting parts from multiple nearby objects, detecting non-four-legged
animals, and hallucinating parts in scenes with strong contours.
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Independent
Independent Joint
+Spatial Spatial+App
C
am
el
Object 25.5 27.9 30.1
Head 22.3 13.3 41.2
Leg 6.7 11.0 19.4
Torso 30.0 35.4 38.0
D
og
Object 4.2 20.8 18.3
Head 36.9 32.8 40.8
Leg 1.4 4.2 10.5
Torso 5.9 8.7 14.6
E
le
p
h
an
t Object 55.7 53.4 62.3
Head 30.2 31.4 46.0
Leg 13.7 32.0 34.8
Torso 53.2 48.8 51.0
E
lk
Object 50.7 50.0 58.7
Head 37.2 4.6 47.9
Leg 21.4 9.3 31.7
Torso 48.2 56.1 58.3
Table 4.4: Per-Category Model Results: Part and Object Detection on
CORE. For each category, we train a body plan based model for the object
and its parts. We compare our Joint model to independently trained
detectors without (Independent) and with a spatial model
(Independent+Spatial). Jointly training appearance models with our
spatial model again greatly improves performance for all but two tasks.
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Our results motivate several important future directions in representing
and learning about objects. Models should aim to capture similarities be-
tween related categories, allowing better generalization for familiar and un-
familiar objects, while also specializing to capture the detailed differences
between categories, giving better discrimination. Further, by including de-
tailed annotations such as parts, we can inject high level knowledge that can
improve recognition and give detailed predictions about objects we cannot
name. By further exploring mixed supervision, we can include this detailed
knowledge without requiring that we collect this more costly annotation ev-
ery single object. The broad models with mixed supervision can also allow
quick bootstrapping for learning about new related objects, requiring fewer
detailed annotations. To facilitate research in this direction, we will release
a broad set of tools for learning and inference with our structured models.
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CHAPTER 5
CATEGORY-INDEPENDENT SEARCH
FOR ANY OBJECT
Humans have an amazing ability to localize objects without recognizing them.
This ability is crucial because it enables us to quickly and accurately identify
objects and to learn more about those we cannot recognize.
We propose an approach to give computers this same ability for category-
independent localization. Our goal is to automatically generate a small num-
ber of regions in an image, such that each object is well-represented by at
least one region. If we succeed, object recognition algorithms would be able
to focus on plausible regions in training and improve robustness to highly
textured background regions. The recognition systems may also benefit from
improved spatial support, possibly leading to more suitable coordinate frames
than a simple bounding box. Methods are emerging that can provide de-
scriptions for unknown objects [38, 67], but they rely on being provided the
object’s location. The ability to localize unknown objects in an image would
be the first step toward having a vision system automatically discover new
objects.
Clearly, the problem of category-independent object localization is ex-
tremely challenging. Objects are sometimes composed of heterogeneous col-
ors and textures; they vary widely in shape and may be heavily occluded.
Yet, we have some cause for hope. Studies of the human visual system sug-
gest that a functioning object localization system can exist in the absence of
a functioning object identification system. Humans with damage to temporal
cortex frequently exhibit a profound inability to name objects presented to
them, and yet perform similar to healthy controls in tasks that require them
to spatially manipulate objects [52]. Many objects are roughly homogeneous
in appearance, and recent work [61] demonstrates that estimated geometry
and edges can often be used to recover occlusion boundaries for free-standing
objects. While we cannot expect to localize every object, perhaps we can at
least produce a small bag of proposed regions that include most of them.
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Our strategy is to guide each step of the localization process with estimated
boundaries, geometry, color, and texture. First, we create seed regions based
on the hierarchical occlusion boundaries segmentation [61]. Then, using these
seeds and varying parameters, we generate a diverse set of regions that are
guided toward object segmentations by learned affinity functions. Finally, we
take a structured learning approach to rank the regions so that the top-ranked
regions are likely to correspond to different objects. We train our method
on segmented objects from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSDS) [82],
and test it on BSDS and the Pascal 2011 segmentation dataset [35, 36].
Our experiments demonstrate our system’s ability for category-independent
localization in a way that generalizes across datasets. We also evaluate the
usefulness of various features for generating proposals and the effectiveness
of our structured learning method for ranking.
5.1 Related Work
Category-Dependent Models: By far, the most common approach to ob-
ject localization is to evaluate a large number of windows (e.g., [124, 42]),
which are found by searching naively over position and scale or by voting from
learned codewords [69, 77], distinctive keypoints [20, 123], or regions [54].
These methods tend to work well for objects that can be well-defined accord-
ing to a bounding box coordinate frame when sufficient examples are present.
However, this approach has some important drawbacks. First, it is applicable
only to trained categories, so it does not allow the computer to ask “What
is this?” Second, each new detector must relearn to exclude a wide variety
of textured background patches and, in evaluation, must repeatedly search
through them. Third, these methods are less suited to highly deformable
objects because efficient search requires a compact parameterization of the
object. Finally, the proposed bounding boxes do not provide information
about occlusion or which pixels belong to the object. These limitations of
the category-based, window-based approach supply some of the motivation
for our own work. We aim to find likely object candidates, independent of
their category, which can then be used by many category models for recogni-
tion. Our proposed segmented regions provide more detail to any subsequent
recognition process and are applicable for objects with arbitrary shapes.
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Segmentation and Bags of Regions: Segmentation has long been pro-
posed as a pre-process to image analysis. Current algorithms to provide a
single bottom-up segmentation (e.g., [104, 43]) are not yet reliable. For this
reason, many have proposed creating hierarchical segmentations (e.g., [8, 61,
103]) or multiple overlapping segmentations (e.g., [59, 78, 99, 111]). Even
these tend not to reliably produce good object regions, so Malisiewicz et
al. [78] propose to merge pairs and triplets of adjacent regions, at the cost
of producing hundreds of thousands of regions. In our case, the goal is to
segment only objects, such as cars, people, mugs, and animals, which may be
easier than producing perceptually coherent or semantically valid partition-
ings of the entire image. This focus enables a learning approach, in which
we guide segmentation and proposal ranking with trained classifiers.
An alternative approach is to attempt to segment pixels of foreground
objects [53] or salient regions [126, 72]. However, these approaches may not
be suitable for localizing individual objects in cluttered scenes, because a
continuous foreground or salient region may contain many objects.
Two concurrent works have also considered generating object proposals as
a preprocess for subsequent stages of object recognition. First, Alexe et al. [6]
consider an “objectness” measure over bounding boxes, which they use to
bias a sampling procedure for potential object bounding boxes. This method
aims to be fast, on the order of several seconds per image, which restricts
them to a less expressive bounding-box based representation. Alternatively,
Carreira and Sminchisescu [18] consider a similar region proposal and ranking
pipeline to ours. Regions are proposed by sampling points from a grid on the
image which are used to seed the foreground color model of a segmentation.
The border of the image is used to seed the background, and a per-pixel
segmentation is generated with a graph-cut over simple color cues. The
resulting regions are ranked through classification based on gestalt cues with
a simple diversity model. Our approach instead guides segmentation with a
learned affinity function, rather than setting the image border to background.
We also differ in our structured learning approach to diverse ranking.
To summarize our contributions: 1) we incorporate boundary and shape
cues, in addition to low-level cues to generate diverse category-independent
object region proposals, and 2) introduce a trained ranking procedure that
produces a small diverse set of proposals that aim to cover all objects in an
image. We thoroughly evaluate each stage of the process, and demonstrate
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that it can generalize well across datasets for a variety of object categories.
5.2 Overview of Approach
Input Image Hierarchical Segmentation Proposed Regions Ranked Regions
Figure 5.1: Our pipeline: compute a hierarchical segmentation, generate
proposals, and rank proposed regions. At each stage, we train classifiers to
focus on likely object regions and encourage diversity among the proposals,
enabling the system to localize many types of objects. See section 5.2 for a
more detailed overview.
Since our goal is to propose candidates for any object in an image, each
stage of our process must encourage diversity among the proposals, while
minimizing the number of candidates to consider. Our procedure is summa-
rized in Figure 5.1. To generate proposals for objects of arbitrary shape and
size, we adopt a segmentation based proposal mechanism that is encouraged
to only propose regions from objects.
Rather than considering only local color, texture, and boundary cues, we
include long range interactions between regions of an image. We do this by
considering the affinity for pairs of regions to lie on the same object. This set
of regions is chosen from a hierarchical segmentation computed over occlusion
boundaries. To generate a proposal, we choose one of these regions to seed
the segmentation, and compute the probability that each other region be-
longs to the same object as this seed. The affinities are then transferred to a
graph over superpixels from which we compute segmentations with a variety
of parameters. By computing the affinities over regions first and then trans-
ferring them to superpixels, we get the benefit of more reliable predictions
from larger regions while maintaining the flexibility of a superpixel based
segmentation. After repeating this process for all seed regions, we obtain an
initial bag of proposals.
In our effort to discover a diverse set of objects, our proposal mechanism
may generate many redundant or unlikely object candidates. In both cases,
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Precomputation
Occlusion Boundaries [61]
Geometric Context (non-planar vertical surface) [60]
Hierarchical Segmentation - gives set of regions H Section (5.3.1)
Probability of BG region classifier [60]
Train Classifiers
Homogeneous Region Classifier
– Predicts likelihood of a region to be all foreground or all back-
ground.
– Boosted decision tree classifier trained over regions Ri ∈ H
from hierarchy.
– Positives: all foreground or all background, negatives: cover
both foreground and background.
Region Affinity Classifer
– Predicts if two regions are likely to lie on the same object.
– Boosted decision tree classifier trained over pairs of regions
from hierarchy.
– Positives: pairs of regions covering the same object, negatives:
foreground/background pairs.
Layout Classifier
– Predicts if a region is left, right, top, or bottom of an object.
– Logistic regression classifier trained over hierarchy regions.
– HOG features extracted on 4x4 grid over left/right occlusion
boundary maps.
Ranking Model
– Ranks a set of proposals P by likelihood of being an object.
– Optimize latent structured objective over proposed regions
and appearance features from training set. (Eq.5.10)
Region Proposal
• Select seeds: S = {r ∈ H | area(r) ≥ 20x20 ∧ P(bound)(r) ≥ 0.005}
• For each image I, seed S ∈ SI and parameters (γ, β) ∈ G × B:
– Compute superpixel affinity map: f(li;S, I, γ) (Eq. 5.3)
– Propose region: p = arg minl P (l|I, S, γ, β) (Eq. 5.1)
• Split regions with disconnected components and add to set
• Remove redundant regions with ≥ 90% overlap
Region Ranking
• For each proposal p ∈ P, compute appearance features xp
• For each image I find (approximate) highest scoring ranking with
greedy inference:
rI = arg maxr S(x, r; w) (Eq. 5.5)
Figure 5.2: System Overview
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we would like to suppress undesirable proposals, allowing us to consider bet-
ter candidates first. This motivates a ranking procedure that provides an
ordering for a bag of proposals which simultaneously suppresses both redun-
dant and unlikely candidates. We can then uncover a diverse set of the good
object proposals with far fewer candidates.
Our ranker incrementally adds proposals, from best to worst, based on the
combination of an object appearance score and a penalty for overlapping with
previously added proposals. By taking into account the overlap with higher
ranked proposals, our ranker ensures that redundant regions are suppressed,
forcing the top ranked regions to be diverse. This is especially important in
images with one dominant object and several “auxiliary” objects.
5.3 Proposing Regions
We first generate a large and diverse bag of proposals that are directed to be
more likely to be object regions. Each proposal is generated from a binary
segmentation, which is seeded with a subregion of the image. This seed is
assumed to be foreground, and a segmenter selects pixels likely to belong to
the same foreground object as the seed.
5.3.1 Hierarchical Segmentation
We use regions and superpixels from a hierarchical segmentation as the build-
ing blocks for our proposal mechanism. To generate the hierarchical segmen-
tation, we use the output of the occlusion boundary algorithm from Hoiem et
al. [61]. The occlusion boundary algorithm outputs four successively coarser
segmentations, with probabilities for occlusion and figure/ground for each
boundary in the segmentation. From each segmentation, we compute a prob-
ability of boundary pixel map and a figure/ground probability pixel map,
and then average over the segmentations. Then, we create our hierarchical
segmentation with agglomerative grouping based on boundary strength, as
in [8], and we use the boundary strength and figure/ground likelihoods as
features.
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5.3.2 Seeding
A seed serves as the starting point for an object proposal. The appearance
and boundaries around the seed are used to identify other regions that might
belong to the same object. Seeds are chosen from the hierarchical segmen-
tation such that they are large enough to compute reliable color and texture
distributions (≥ 20 ∗ 20 pixels). This results in about 300 seed regions per
image. Also, we remove regions with boundaries weaker than 0.005 , since
these are likely to just be a portion of a larger region. Stronger boundaries
also facilitate the use of boundary cues to determine the layout of the object
with respect to the regions.
5.3.3 Generating Segmentations
To generate a proposal, we infer a foreground / background labeling l, li ∈
{0, 1} over superpixels. Given a seed region, defined by a set of superpixels S,
we construct a CRF that takes into account each superpixel’s affinity for the
seed region and the probability of boundaries between adjacent superpixels:
P (l|X,S, γ, β) ∝ exp
(∑
i
f(li;S,X, γ) + β
∑
{i,j}∈N
g(li, lj;X)
)
. (5.1)
Here, f(li;S,X, γ) is the superpixel affinity term, inferred from image fea-
tures X, and g(li, lj;X) is the edge cost between adjacent superpixels (de-
fined by set of neighbors N). This CRF is parametrized by the foreground
bias γ and the affinity/edge trade-off β. By varying these parameters for
each seed, we can produce a more diverse set of proposals. We choose seven
γ values uniformly from [−2, 1], and eight β values spaced logarithmically
from [0, 10]. These ranges were selected on the training set to give the best
tradeoff between maximizing recall and minimizing the number of proposals
generated.
Region Affinity
To compute the superpixel affinity f(li;S, I, γ), we first compute the affinity
between the seed S and each region R in the hierarchical segmentation, and
then transfer these region predictions to individual superpixels. For exam-
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Figure 5.3: Example superpixel affinity maps for three sample seeds,
indicated by green shaded region. Lighter shading indicates stronger
affinity for belonging to the same object as the seed
Table 5.1: Features computed for pairs of regions for predicting the
likelihood that the pair belongs to the same object. These features can
capture non-local interactions between regions, producing better
segmentations.
Feature Description Length
P1. Color,Texture histogram intersection 2
P2. Sum,Max boundary strength between centers of mass 2
L1. Left+Right layout agreement 1
L2. Top+Bottom layout agreement 1
L3. Left+Right+Top+Bottom layout agreement 1
ples of superpixel affinities for different seeds, see Figure 5.3. We learn the
probability that region R and seed S lie on the same object (P (lR|S, I)) with
a boosted decision tree classifier. Positive training examples are generated
from pairs of regions that lie on the same object. Negative examples use pairs
with one region lying on an object, and the other region lying on another
object or the background.
Features: The classifier uses features for cohesion, boundary, and layout,
as summarized in Table 5.1. Cohesion is encoded by the histogram inter-
section distances of color and texture (P1). Boundary cues are encoded by
considering the cost to pass across boundaries from one region to the other.
This path across boundaries is the straight line between their centers of mass
(P2).
We also introduce a new layout feature. Given occlusion boundaries and
figure/ground labels, we predict whether a particular region is on the left,
right, top, bottom, or center of the object. These predictions are made
by logistic regression classifiers based on histograms of occlusion boundary
orientations, weighted by the predicted probabilities. Separate histograms
are computed for figure and ground predictions. As a feature, we measure
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whether the layout predictions for two regions are consistent with them being
on the same object. For example, if one region predicts that it is on the left
of the object and a second region to the right of the first predicts that it is
on the right side of the object, those regions are consistent. We construct a
layout score for horizontal, vertical, and overall agreement (L1-L3).
Computing Superpixel Scores: Since the CRF is defined over super-
pixels, the region affinity probabilities are transferred to each superpixel i
by averaging over the regions that contain it. The terms of this average are
weighted by the probability that each region R is homogeneous (P (HR)),
which is predicted from the appearance features in Table 5.2:
P (li = 1|S, I) =
∑
{R|i∈R} P (HR) · P (lR = 1|S, I)∑
{R|i∈R} P (HR)
. (5.2)
Note that we now have labels for superpixels (li) and for regions (lR). We
use P (li|S, I) to compute the final affinity term f(li;S, I, γ):
f(li;S, I, γ) =

0 : li = 1, i ∈ S
∞ : li = 0, i ∈ S
ln
(
P (li=1|I)
P (li=0|I)
)
+ γ : li = 1, i 6∈ S
(5.3)
The first two terms ensure that superpixels belonging to the seed are la-
beled foreground.
Edge Cost
The edge cost enforces a penalty for assigning different labels to adjacent
superpixels when their separating boundary is weak. This boundary strength
is computed from the occlusion boundary estimates for each pair of adjacent
superpixels i, j: P (Bi,j|I).
g(li, lj; I) =
{
0 : li = lj
− lnP (Bi,j|I) : li 6= lj
(5.4)
This edge cost produces a submodular CRF, so exact inference can be com-
puted quickly with a single graph-cut [97] for each seed and parameter com-
bination. Proposals with disconnected components are split and the new
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components are added to the set, and highly overlapping (≥ 90%) proposals
are pruned. Further non-maximum suppression is handled in the ranking
stage.
5.4 Ranking Proposals
We now introduce a ranker that attempts to order proposals, such that each
object has a highly ranked proposal. This ranker encourages diversity in the
proposals allowing us to achieve our goal of discovering all of the objects in
the image. Below, we detail our objective function, which encourages top-
ranked regions to correspond to different objects and more accurate object
segmentations to be ranked higher. Then, we explain the image features
that we use to rank the regions. Finally, we describe the structured learning
method for training the ranker.
5.4.1 Formulation
By writing a scoring function S(x, r; w) over the set of proposals x and
their ranking r, we cast the ranking problem as a joint inference problem,
allowing us to take advantage of structured learning. The goal is to find the
parameters w such that S(x, r; w) gives higher scores to rankings that place
proposals for all objects in high ranks.
S(x, r; w) =
∑
i
α(ri) ·
(
wTaΨ(xi)−wTp Φ(ri)
)
(5.5)
The score is a combination of appearance features Ψ(x) and overlap penalty
terms Φ(r), where r indicates the rank of a proposal, ranging from 1 to the
number of proposals M . This allows us to jointly learn the appearance model
and the trade-off for overlapping regions. Φ(r) is the concatenation of two
vectors Φ1(r),Φ2(r): Φ1(r) penalizes regions with high overlap with previ-
ously ranked proposals, and Φ2(r) further suppresses proposals that overlap
with multiple higher ranked regions. The second penalty is necessary to con-
tinue to enforce diversity after many proposals have at least one overlapping
proposal. Since the strength of the penalty should depend on the amount of
overlap (regions with 90% overlap should be suppressed more than regions
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with 50%) we want to learn overlap specific weights. To do this, we quantize
the overlaps into bins of 10% and map the values to a 10 dimensional vector
q(ov) with 1 for the bin it falls into and 0 for all other bins.
Φ1(ri) = q
(
max
{j|rj<ri}
ov(i, j)
)
(5.6)
Φ2(ri) =
∑
{j|rj<ri}
q (ov(i, j)) (5.7)
The overlap score between two regions is computed as the area of their
intersection divided by their union, with Ai indicating the set of pixels be-
longing to region i:
ov(i, j) =
|Ai ∩ Aj|
|Ai ∪ Aj| (5.8)
Each proposal’s score is weighted by α(r), a monotonically decreasing func-
tion. Because higher ranked proposals are given more weight, they are en-
couraged to have higher scores. We found that the specific choice of α(r)
is not particularly important, as long as it falls to zero for a moderate rank
value. We use α(r) = exp
(
(r−1)2
σ2
)
, with σ = 100.
Computing maxr S(x, r; w) cannot be solved exactly, so we use a greedy ap-
proximation that incrementally adds the proposal with the maximum marginal
gain. We found that this works well for a test problem where full enumera-
tion is feasible, especially when ov(·, ·) is sparse, which is true for this ranking
problem.
5.4.2 Region Representation
The appearance features Ψ(x) characterize general properties for typical ob-
ject regions, as summarized in Table 5.2. Since this is a category-independent
ranker, we cannot rely on finely tuned category-dependent shape and appear-
ance models. However, we can expect object boundaries to respect occlusion
boundaries, so we encode the probability that the exterior is occluded by
(B1) or occluding another region (B2), and the overall boundary strength
(B3). We also encode the probability of interior boundaries (B4), which we
expect to be small.
Additionally, certain “stuff-like” regions can be quickly identified as back-
ground, such as grass and sidewalks, so we learn a pixel based probability of
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Table 5.2: Features used to describe the appearance of a proposal region. It
is important that each of these features generalize across all object
categories, including ones never seen during training.
Feature Description Length
B1. Mean,max probability that exterior occludes 2
B2. Mean,max probability of exterior being occluded 2
B3. Mean,max probability of exterior boundary 2
B4. Mean,max probability of interior boundary 2
S1. Min,mean,max,max-min background probability 4
S2. Min,mean,max,max-min geometric context probabilities 16
S3. Color,texture background hist. intersection (local) 2
S4. Color,texture background hist. intersection (global) 2
background classifier on LabelMe [100], and characterize the response within
the region (S1). This is learned using the region based classifiers from [60].
We also use the confidence of the vertical, porous, solid, and sky geometric
classes using trained classifiers from [60], which is noted to often correspond
to object and background classes (S2).
Finally, we encode the differences between color and texture distributions
between the object and background. We compute the difference in histograms
between the object and two regions: the local background region surrounding
the object (S3) and the entire background (S4). The local background is
defined by any superpixels that are at most two superpixels away from the
proposed region.
5.4.3 Learning
To solve the structured learning problem, we use the margin-rescaled formu-
lation of latent max-margin structured learning [120]. Here the objective is
find a linear weighting w such that the highest scoring zero-loss ranking for
each image scores higher than every incorrect ranking by a margin defined
by the loss L. Below the objective is written in unconstrained form:
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min
w
1
2
||w||2 + C
∑
n
max
rˆ∈P (n)
S
(
x(n), rˆ; w
)
+ L(O(n), rˆ)
− C
∑
n
max
r∈P (n):
L(O(n),r)=0
S
(
x(n), r; w
)
(5.9)
s.t. wp ≥ 0
Here, for image n, O(n) defines the set of ground truth regions for each image,
P (n) is the set of valid labelings (the set of permutations over regions), r
defines the highest scoring correct (zero-loss) ranking, and rˆ is the highest
scoring incorrect ranking.
Loss: The loss L requires that each object o in the set of objects O should
have high overlap with a highly ranked proposal. The loss has penalties for
several levels of overlap τ , ranging from 50% to 100% in intervals of 5%. Since
this loss is cumulative, i.e. a proposal with 100% overlap will contribute to
the loss for every τ , it encourages the highest quality region for each object
to have the highest rank:
L(O, rˆ) = 1|O||T |
∑
τ∈T
∑
o∈O
min
{i|ov(i,o)≥τ}
ri −KO. (5.10)
The constant KO is subtracted so that the lowest possible loss for a given
ground truth is zero.
To learn this latent structured model, we iterate between finding the high-
est scoring zero-loss ranking for each image, and solving the structured learn-
ing problem with the fixed ground truth structure. To learn the structured
subproblem we use a cutting-plane based optimization with alternates be-
tween finding the most violate constraint and updating w with the new
constraints, and repeat until the change in w is small.
Initialization: Since the structured learning problem has latent variables
(i.e. which zero loss ranking to use), the resulting objective function is non-
convex and requires a strong initialization to perform well. To initialize, we
first train a binary classifier over appearance features Ψ using a sampling of
good regions (≥ 65% overlap) and bad regions (≤ 33% overlap). We then do
a coordinate descent search for the weight of each bin of the penalty term
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that minimizes the loss. We do a single pass through the variables ordered
in ascending bin size.
5.5 Experiments and Results
We perform experiments on the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSDS) [82]
and Pascal VOC 2011 [35]. All training and parameter selection is performed
on the BSDS training set, unless otherwise noted, and results are evaluated
on BSDS test and the Pascal validation set. Qualitative proposal results
from both Pascal and BSDS are sampled in Figure 5.5.
Annotation: For both datasets, a ground truth segmentation is provided
for each object. For BSDS, we label object regions by merging the original
ground truth segments so that they correspond to objects. Object masks are
non-overlapping subregions of the image that correspond to “things” with
a definite shape, while “stuff”-type regions with indeterminate shape, such
as sky and grass, are excluded. Regions such as buildings and trees are
excluded since they are typically part of the background scene rather than
distinct elements within it. There are an average of 2.6 annotated objects in
each BSDS image. See Figure 5.4 for sample annotations. Note that since
annotations are derived directly from the boundaries of BSDS, small objects
without boundaries cannot be annotated, such as the cars in the street scene.
5.5.1 Baselines
We compare our method with two sets of baselines. First, we compare to the
bottom-up hierarchical segmentations generated in Section 5.3.1. Second,
we compare to the contemporary methods from [6] (Objectness) and [18]
(CPMC). Since the Objectness method uses a bounding box representation,
we repeat the comparison experiments using bounding box overlap on the
larger VOC2011 Main val dataset.
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Figure 5.4: Sample object annotations for BSDS. Each solid color
corresponds to a distinct annotated object. All other pixels are considered
background.
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Ours Top 3 Ours 50% CPMC 50% Objectness 50%
3:16%
2:36%
1:21%
6:51% 2:67%
1:65%
7:53%
3:46%
2:74%
1:9%
2:74%
40:51%
8:59%
63:50%
4:79%
47:52%
3:17%
2:23%
1:26%
334:69%
28:62%
49:60%
95:50%
24:71%
13:56%
27:57%
47:53%
475:56%
60:51%
76:54%
277:52%
210:86%
153:63%53:64%
218:67%13:59%
144:60%
9:62%
235:52%169:59%
3:21%2:3%
1:3%
265:68%
520:60% 355:74%
3:55%
2:34%
1:62% 8:67%
1:62%
1:55%
10:51%
1:66%
3:12%
2:98%
1:27%
103:63%
12:90%
635:52%
71:53%
10:67%
20:72%
95:67%
2:98%
111:0%
20:60%
13:77%
1:56%
64:54%
59:71%8:53%
838:52%79:62%
43:54%
65:51%
50:56%
12:70%
Figure 5.5: Results from the proposal and ranking stages on BSDS (first 3
rows) and Pascal 2011 (last 3 rows). The left column shows the 3 highest
ranked proposals, The remaining columns show the highest ranked
proposals with at least 50% overlap with each object for Our Proposals,
CPMC, and Objectness. Note that we use region overlap for ours and
CPMC, and bounding box ovelap for Objectness. The number pairs
displayed on each proposal correspond to rank and overlap, respectively. As
seen in row 3, CPMC tends to have more trouble finding small objects in
cluttered scenes. Objectness provides less detailed bounding boxes and
generally requires more candidates to achieve the same level of recall.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of features for generating proposals: affinity
classification (AUC), recall @ 50% overlap, and best segment score (BSS).
BSDS Pascal 2011
Feature AUC Recall BSS AUC Recall BSS
Color, Texture (P1) 75.0 77.0 65.7 71.5 74.9 63.8
C,T + Boundary (P1,P2) 79.8 80.2 66.3 78.0 75.7 64.5
C,T + Layout (P1,L1-L3) 77.5 83.4 67.2 72.6 77.2 65.4
All (P1,P2,L1,L2,L3) 80.2 79.7 66.2 77.2 76.2 64.9
5.5.2 Proposal Generation
To measure the quality of a set of proposals, we find the best segmentation
overlap score for each object (BSS). From this, we can characterize the overall
quality of segments with the mean BSS over objects, or compute the number
of objects recalled with a BSS above some threshold. For our experiments,
we set the threshold to 50% unless otherwise noted. A pixel-wise overlap
threshold of 50% is typically, but not always, more stringent than a 50%
bounding box overlap.
Features: The most commonly used features for segmentation are color
and texture similarity, so we use this as a baseline. We then add the bound-
ary crossing and layout features individually to see their impact. Finally, we
combine all of the features to obtain our final model. To measure the perfor-
mance of each feature, we consider the area under the ROC curve (AUC) for
affinity classification, the best segment score, and recall at 50%. The results
are shown in Table 5.3.
The first thing to note is that the addition of both the boundary and
layout features are helpful for both datasets. In addition, we find that the
affinity classification performance cannot fully predict a feature’s impact on
proposal performance. It is important to also consider how well the fea-
tures facilitate producing a diverse set of proposals. Features that cause
prediction to be more dependent on the seed region will produce a more
diverse set of proposals. For the remainder of the experiments we use the
color+layout features, since they create a more diverse set of proposals than
color+boundaries+layout. The boundary cues are still captured with the
pairwise term of the MRF.
Proposal Quality: We begin by considering similar baselines to [78].
The first baseline is to use each region from the hierarchical segmentation
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Figure 5.6: Recall vs. Region Overlap: The percentage of objects recalled
as a function of best overlap with ground truth. For BSDS, we generate
better proposals for all levels of overlap. For Pascal, we outperform the
baselines for higher recall levels and are still comparable at 50% overlap.
Note that we use 20-30 times fewer regions than the baselines.
as an object proposal. The second baseline is to merge all pairs of adjacent
regions, which achieves higher recall but with many more proposals. We can
also measure the upper bound on performance by choosing the best set of
superpixels for each object region.
It is clear from Figure 5.6 that the initial hierarchical segmentation is
not well suited for proposing object candidates. After merging proposals,
the segmentation quality is comparable to our method, but as Figure 5.7
shows, it produces more than an order of magnitude more proposals. For
both datasets, our method produces more high quality proposals for overlaps
greater than 65%.
5.5.3 Ranking Performance
We compare our ranking method to three baselines. The first method scores
each proposal independently, and the ranking is produced by sorting these
scores from high to low. Positive examples are chosen from a pool proposals
with at least 50% overlap with some object and negative examples have no
more than 35% overlap with any object. The second baseline includes the
overlap penalty of our method, but learns the appearance model and trade-
off terms separately, as in [18]. The final baseline simply assigns random
ranks to each proposal. This can be seen as encouraging diversity without
taking into account appearance. To evaluate the quality of our ranker, we
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Figure 5.7: Recall vs. number of proposals per image: When considering
recall for more than 50 proposals per image, enforcing diversity (Random)
is a more important than object appearance (Classifier). Combining
diversity and appearance (Classifier + Overlap) improves performance
further, and jointly learning both (Full model) gives even further gains.
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Figure 5.8: Effects of Ranker Scoring Function: The baseline (Max) only
uses the maximum overlap with a higher ranked proposal. Results are
improved incrementally by both binning the overlaps (Binned Max) and
adding the sum of higher ranked overlaps (Binned Max + Binned Sum).
The latter is used in the final system.
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measure the number of objects recalled when we threshold each image’s bag
at a certain size. The results are presented in Figure 5.7.
We find that by jointly learning the appearance and suppression models,
our method outperforms each of the baselines. Because the independent
classifier does not encourage diversity, only the first object or object-like
region is given a high rank, and the number of proposals required to recall the
remaining objects can be quite high. In fact, when considering more than 50
proposals, the random ranker quickly outperforms the independent classifier.
This emphasizes the importance of encouraging diversity. However, both
models that include both appearance models and overlap terms outperform
the random ranker. Finally, by learning with an appropriate loss and jointly
learning all of the parameters of the model with structured learning, we
achieve small but noticeable gains over the baseline with an overlap term.
In Figure 5.8 we isolate the influence of each of the components of the
ranker’s scoring function. First, we consider the most basic overlap penalty
term as used in [18], consisting of the maximum overlap with a higher ranked
proposal (Max, i.e. the unbinned version of Φ1 in eq. 5.6). Next, we binning
the output of the max function, withouth the sum (Binned Max). Although
it is difficult to discern the benefit on BSDS, there is a clear improvment on
Pascal. Finally, by adding the sum of the binned overlaps (Binned Max +
Binned Sum), which is representative of the final ranking procedure used
throughout the paper, we get further improvements on Pascal. Note that
each method is trained using the full structured learning process.
Finally, we provide a breakdown of recall for individual categories of the
Pascal VOC 2011 dataset in Figure 5.9. These results are especially promis-
ing, because many of the categories with high recall, such as dog and cat,
are difficult for standard detectors to locate. The low performance for cat-
egories like car and sheep is mainly due to the difficulty of proposing small
regions (< 0.5% of the image area, or < 1000 pixel area), especially when the
objects are in crowded scenes. The dependence of recall on area is shown in
Figure 5.13. The highly detailed ground truth pixel masks for bicycles makes
them extremely difficult to recall for our method.
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Figure 5.9: Recall for each object category in Pascal with region overlap.
These results are quite promising because many of the categories with high
recall are difficult for standard object detectors to recognize. For many
categories, most of the instances can be discovered in the first 100 proposals.
5.5.4 Cross-Dataset Comparison
To explore our method’s ability to generalize to new datasets, we compare the
overall proposal performance when trained and tested on the same set and
across datasets. In Figure 5.10, we find that training on BSDS and testing
on BSDS gives a slight gain over training on Pascal. The greater diversity
of objects in BSDS may explain this advantage. In contrast, there is no
significant difference between training on BSDS or Pascal when testing on
Pascal. This result suggests that diversity of training examples, rather than
quantity, is more important for our method to generalize. It also confirms
that our method generalizes well and does not need to be retrained for each
new dataset.
5.5.5 Comparison to Objectness,CPMC
Next, we compare to the Objectness [6] and CPMC [18] methods.
Proposal Quality: Figure 5.11 compares the recall at different overlap
thresholds. With the region overlap criteria, CPMC recalls more objects at
higher overlaps, especially when considering fewer proposals for each image.
Their pixelwise segmentation is able to give more detailed segmentations.
However, their proposals have less diversity which limits recall when using
lower region overlap thresholds or the bounding box overlap criteria. The
Objectness method gives comparable levels of recall at 50% bounding box
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Figure 5.10: Cross-Dataset comparison: Our method is trained on
VOC2011 (blue) and trained on BSDS (green). Note that recall at both
50% and 75% overlap is quite comparable at all ranks. There is only a
small advantage when training on the same set as testing, showing that our
method generalizes well and need not be retrained for every new dataset.
overlap for both datasets, but their aggressive non-maximum suppression
procedure causes recall to quickly drop for higher overlap thresholds.
Ranking: Figure 5.12 compares the quality of the ranking by showing
the recall for different numbers of proposals for each image. At 50% region
overlap, our method slightly outperforms CPMC at all ranks. However, at
75% overlap, their higher quality per-pixel masks have higher recall for more
than 30 proposals per image. With bounding box overlap, our method and
CPMC perform comparably on BSDS, and our method has 5% higher recall
for most ranks on Pascal.
The Objectness ranking has a lower recall than both methods for less than
a few hundred proposals per image. It performs comparably to our method
at 500 proposals per image for BSDS and 2000 proposals for Pascal.
Area: Figure 5.13 show the dependence of each method on region or
bounding-box area as a fraction of image pixels. All of the methods excel
with 90%−100% recall for regions which cover greater than 5% of the image.
However, both CPMC and Objectness appear to be more sensitive to smaller
objects. Our superpixel based representation appears to give a good balance
between giving detailed segmentations while reducing the search space for
candidate objects.
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Figure 5.11: Recall at different overlap thresholds for our method,
Objectness, and CPMC. Solid lines indicate recall with 1000 regions per
image, dashed lines for 300 regions.
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Figure 5.12: Recall at different numbers of proposals per image for our
method, Objectness, and CPMC. Solid lines indicate 50% overlap, dashed
lines for 75% overlap.
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Figure 5.13: Recall vs. object size: The plot shows the percentage of
recalled objects based on their area, relative to the image size. Histogram
bin edges are indicated by solid vertical lines. This demonstrates that
uncovering smaller objects is more difficult than larger objects, but for each
dataset, more than 60% of objects between 0.3% and 1.1% of the image are
still recovered. This is due to weaker object cues and because the region
overlap criteria is more sensitive to individual pixel errors for smaller
objects. The dashed lines also show the proportions of the dataset for each
object size.
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5.6 Conclusion
We have introduced a procedure that generates a small, but diverse set of
category-independent object proposals. By incorporating the affinity predic-
tions, we can direct the search for segmentations to produce good candidate
regions with far fewer proposals than standard segmentations. Our ranking
can further reduce the number of proposals, while still maintaining high di-
versity. Our experiments show that this procedure generalizes well and can
be applied for many categories.
The results on Pascal are especially encouraging, because with as few as
100 proposals per image, we can obtain high recall for many categories that
standard scanning window detectors find difficult. This is quite amazing,
considering that the system had never seen most of the Pascal categories
during training!
Beyond categorization, our proposal mechanism can be incorporated in
applications where category models are not available. When presented with
images of new objects, our proposals can be used in an active learning frame-
work to learn about unfamiliar objects. Alternatively, they can be used for
automatic object discovery methods such as [99]. Combined with the de-
scription based recognition methods [38, 67], we could locate and describe
new objects.
While this method performs well in general, it has difficulty in cases where
the occlusion boundary predictions fail and for small objects. These are
cases where having some domain knowledge, such as appearance or shape
models can complement a generic proposal mechanism. This suggests a joint
approach in which bottom-up region proposals are complemented by part or
category detectors that incorporate domain knowledge.
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CHAPTER 6
EXTENSIBLE PART-BASED MODELS
One of the greatest challenges in object recognition is organizing and aligning
images of objects from diverse categories. Objects within a semantic category,
such as “dog” or “boat”, have a diverse set of appearances due to variations
in shape, pose, viewpoint, texture, and lighting. At its heart, the problem
is one of correspondence. Given a collection of object examples, the learner
must determine which examples or portions of examples should belong to the
same appearance model. A detailed analysis by Zhu et al. [133] concludes
that finding better methods to organize examples and parts into visual sub-
categories is the most promising direction for future research.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of learning a collection of part detec-
tors (Fig. 6.1) from a set of object examples with bounding box annotations.
We define a good part collection to have the following properties:
1. Each part detector is discriminative. Relevant pieces of the object
should score higher than the large majority of background patches.
2. Each part detector localizes a specific piece of the object or the whole
object in a particular viewpoint. Parts should be predictive of pose.
3. The set of parts should cover the object examples. At least one part
detector should confidently localize each object example.
In the long run, we are interested in learning a large number of object cat-
egory and attribute predictors using shared parts. Therefore, we also want
to be able to add new part detectors incrementally without retraining exist-
ing models. To facilitate transfer learning, we want part detectors that can
be applied individually and avoid structured models such as the Deformable
Parts Model [42] that require joint inference.
Our main challenge is to simultaneously discover which pieces of examples
belong together and to learn their appearance model. Our strategy (illus-
trated in Fig. 6.2) is to propose a large number of initial part models, each
trained with a single positive example (Sec. 6.2.2). Based on measured dis-
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Figure 6.1: Averaged patches of top 15 detections on held-out set for a
subset of “dog” part detectors that model different parts, poses, and
shapes. See Fig 6.4 for more.
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Figure 6.2: Overview of our part-based detection. Our approach is to train
a large number of part detectors with a single positive exemplar (patch or
whole object), select a subset of diverse and discriminative candidates, and
refine models by incorporating additional consistent training examples.
Parts are used to classify bottom-up region proposals into object categories
using a boosting classifier, and part predictions are used to predict the the
object bounding box.
criminative power on validation examples, the system selects a subset of part
models for refinement, aiming to maximize the discrimination and coverage
of the collection of parts (Sec. 6.2.3). Since parts trained on one example
tend to perform poorly, we improve them by searching for patches within
the training object examples that are likely to correspond (Sec. 6.2.4). For
example, after training an exemplar part model that corresponds to the right
side of a particular dog’s face, we search within other “dog” examples for the
side of the face in the same pose. Finding such examples is difficult because
many examples are not applicable (e.g., a side view of a running dog), and,
even if the part is present, the detector may incorrectly localize. Including
patches that do not correspond decreases localization and/or discrimination
of the parts model. We experiment with criteria for selecting additional
examples based on appearance score and spatial consistency and find that
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incrementally adding new example parts consistent with each criteria greatly
improves localization accuracy.
We propose several criteria for evaluating a collection of parts in terms
of the discrimination of parts individually, the coverage of object examples,
the predictiveness of manually labeled keypoints on objects (these keypoints
are not used in training), and the collective discrimination in terms of object
detection performance (Sec. 6.5). We compare to Poselet-style part learning
(using ground truth keypoint annotations) and deformable parts models.
Our evaluation methods may be useful for other researchers attempting to
develop and validate part learning.
To evaluate parts in terms of object detection performance, we need a
method to localize and score an object region using the part detectors. Al-
though not the focus of our paper, we show competitive performance on
many categories using a simple method that pools part responses over pro-
posed object regions with a boosting classifier (Sec. 6.3). We evaluate on
PASCAL VOC2010 using the standard criteria and a criteria that ignores
localization errors.
6.1 Related Work
The most related effort in discovering parts is the discriminative method by
Singh et al. [106]. Their method is completely unsupervised and proceeds, in
brief, by sampling a large number of patches, clustering them, and alternately
training on one subset of images and applying to another to update the set of
cluster members. Our method is supervised by object-level bounding boxes,
enabling us to directly maximize measures of discrimination and coverage for
a particular category. We are also able to explicitly evaluate the localization
accuracy of the parts and to demonstrate competitive performance on the
difficult VOC detection challenge.
Our work is also closely related to Poselets [14] in that we model category
appearance with a large collection of part templates. However, our method
does not require keypoint annotations to train parts. Despite reduced super-
vision, our method is able to outperform Poselets in many categories. We
believe this reflects the difficulty in manually defining effective correspon-
dences.
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Other competitive object detection methods [24, 25, 42, 80, 123] that
are supervised by bounding boxes differ primarily in how they automatically
organize and align examples. Strategies include training one model per ex-
emplar [80], discriminatively aligning and assigning whole-object examples
into a moderate number of clusters [25], clustering and aligning with subtem-
plates [42], or implicitly aligning subtemplates using pyramid bag of words
features [123].
Our method learns a moderate number of part templates which may corre-
spond to whole objects or smaller pieces of objects, and applies them without
a spatial model. Our method produces a diverse collection of part detectors
for detection, pose prediction, and other recognition tasks that can be trained
incrementally and applied individually. By avoiding the requirement for joint
training (clustering or joint learning of appearance and spatial parameters),
our system simplifies extension to additional parts, features, or categories.
One motivation is to produce a flexible baseline system for studying spatial
models, part sharing [90, 31], and large-scale learning.
6.2 Learning a Collection of Parts
A good collection of part detectors is discriminative, well-localized, and di-
verse, allowing easy distinction from other categories while accurately pre-
dicting pose and other attributes. Our method for part learning proposes a
large number of exemplar-based part detectors, selects a discriminative sub-
set with good coverage, then refines the detectors by finding matching part
examples in the training set.
6.2.1 Modeling Part Appearance
We model the appearance of each part with a HOG template [22]. Each
part’s appearance is modeled as a linear classifier w ∈ Rn over HOG features
φ(l) for a given location l, which specifies the alignment in position, scale,
and left/right flip. For a given candidate object box R, the goal of inference
is to find the most likely location of each part within R: maxl∈L(R) wTφ(l).
The set L(R) encodes the positions in the image that have sufficient overlap
with the given candidate box subject to any transformation. The scores
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are computed efficiently using convolutions over a spatial pyramid of HOG
cells. Our HOG templates range in size from 50-100 cells with maximum
dimensions of 10x10.
6.2.2 Fast Candidate Proposal
To guide the search for high quality parts, we provide a strong yet simple
initialization for each part. We randomly sample a patch from within the
window of a positive training example and train a template to separate it
from all background patches using the LDA accelerated version [57] of the
exemplar-SVM [80]. This method precomputes a covariance matrix Σd and
background mean µd of HOG features with dimensions d that captures the
statistics across all positions and scales of natural images. Given exemplar
features xp for a candidate part, the template model wp is very simply com-
puted with wp = Σ
−1
d (xp − µd). Each initial template can then be used to
find correspondences on other training examples that have consistent appear-
ance.
We sample two types of candidate parts: (1) Whole object templates cap-
ture the global object appearance. Including a diverse set of whole object
templates in our model allows us to capture multiple modes of appearance.
We initialize one template for each positive training example. (2) Sub-window
templates capture local appearance consistencies within an object. For each
category, we train 2000 templates by sampling a random positive example,
scale, aspect ratio, and location within the object bounding box.
6.2.3 Selecting a Diverse Set of Candidates
To avoid refining thousands of sampled parts candidates, we introduce a
procedure to select a small subset of parts that are both discriminative and
complementary. Our goal is to choose a set of high precision parts such that
every positive example has a strong response from at least one part detector.
We quantify these criteria with the average max precision measure. For a
given collection of parts C and positive part score matrix S, where Sip is the
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maximum response of the pth part on the ith example, we define
AMP(C, S) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
max
p∈C
Precp(Sip). (6.1)
For part p, Precp(s) gives the precision from the PR curve of a positive
example with score s. We use forward selection to iteratively choose the part
that gives the greatest marginal AMP gain until no more progress can be
made. The selected parts are then refined using the method in Section 6.2.4.
For efficiency, we compute precision with all positive examples, but a subset
of 200 negative training images. To compute PR curves, we use the highest
scoring part detection with 80% overlap with each positive example and
negative parts from images with no positive examples. For examples of the
selected parts, see Fig. 6.4.
6.2.4 Refining Part Models by Mining New Examples
Finding other positive examples that correspond to the same part as the
exemplar significantly improves the reliability of the part detector. Including
irrelevant examples can cause the detector to drift from the exemplar and
become incoherent, hurting the localization and detection performance of the
final model. Given a set of detections on the training set, we show how to
automatically decide which correspond to the same part and how to use them
to improve the appearance model. We incrementally add examples that are
consistent with two criteria based on appearance and location. This process
is closely related to self-paced learning from [65], in that we both train on
automatically selected subsets of examples to improve appearance models.
However, our objectives are quite different: while their method aims to find
better local optima for explaining all training examples, we encourage the
model to specialize to get the best fit to a subset of the training examples.
Appearance Consistency Estimate. Given the current model for part p
and set Sp of consistent examples (initially Sp is just the initial exemplar),
we compute the probability that an example is correctly detected given the
appearance score of its best-aligned location l∗: P
(
Correct|wTp φ(l∗)
)
. We
first estimate the probability of being correct by splitting the space of scores
into 20 bins and counting the number of elements in S and the negative
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set. We then fit a sigmoid to the scores to minimize the least squared error
between the sigmoid’s predicted probability and the binned estimate of the
probability. In practice this estimate is more stable than Platt’s method [92]
when there are few positive examples. Then, we update the set Sp with any
examples whose new probability of being correct is greater than a threshold τ .
This thresholding prunes out examples with low appearance scores, leading
to more consistent models.
Spatial Consistency Estimate. We further prune spatially inconsistent
examples with a simple spatial constraint. This constraint selects examples
that are detected in the same location relative to the object bounding box,
which acts as a rough proxy for physical location. The location of the detec-
tion within the initial examplar’s object bounding box gives a relative offset
in scale and location for the expected position of the part. After appropri-
ate scaling, translation, and flipping, we transfer this expected part location
to each positive example. Part detections with insufficient overlap with the
expected position are removed from the set Sp. We find that this additional
spatial constraint is helpful for rigid objects, but may be too selective for
highly deformable objects like cats.
Learning the Appearance. Next, we use the set Sp of consistent examples,
the set Sn of negative examples and the initial appearance model wp to
update the appearance parameters and best location of each example. We
optimize the parameters with a latent SVM coordinate descent approach [42]
that iteratively infers the most likely alignments and uses the corresponding
patches to retrain appearance weights, optimizing max-margin objective:
min
wp
λ
2
||wp||2 +
∑
i∈Sp∪Sn
H
(
yi, max
li∈L(Ri)
wTp φ(li)
)
. (6.2)
Each training example is defined by three variables: A label yi ∈ {−1, 1},
a region of support Ri, and a vector of latent variables li encoding position,
scale, and left/right orientation. For positive examples (yi = 1), Ri corre-
sponds to the ground truth bounding box. For negative examples (yi = −1),
Ri corresponds to a candidate object region proposed by a method such
as [28]. H(·) is the hinge loss. The highest scoring latent variable li is chosen
from the set of valid locations and latent configurations L(Ri).
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6.3 Object Detection Using Parts
Once the collection of part detectors are trained, we pool the responses into a
final object hypothesis. We use a “bag of parts” model scored over proposed
regions. To score a region, we propose a sigmoid weak learner for boosting
part detections that outperforms the more common stubs.
Pooling with Candidate Object Regions. We use the category inde-
pendent object proposals of [28] to generate 500 candidate object windows
for each image. This method generates the candidates using a set of binary
segmentations from different seed locations, then ranks them based on a their
likelihood of containing an object. For each object candidate, we infer the
highest scoring alignment for each part, providing a feature vector of part re-
sponses. These responses are used to train a boosted model for each category
to classify regions as explained in the next section. To avoid over-fitting, we
compute leave-one-out (LOO) scores for each positive training example by
retraining the classifier on all but the current image.
Scoring Object Regions Based on Part Scores. Once the intermedi-
ate part detectors are learned, boosting is used to learn a comprehensive
classifier over their collective responses for each region. Boosting fits our
problem characteristics. Although part detectors are individually effective,
a linear classifier is not suitable because, while a high-scoring response is
strong evidence for an object, a low-scoring response is only weak evidence
for a non-object. Further, boosting selects a sparse set of parts, improving
detection speed.
We construct the final classifier by boosting over binary decision stubs
using a logistic loss [50] as seen in Algorthim 2. Training data X is an N by
D matrix for N examples and D part features plus any auxiliary features.
Each weak learner added by the boosting selects one feature and maps its
values to an object score.
Our weak learners are sigmoid-smoothed stub (1-level decision tree) func-
tions. In each round of boosting, we generate a set of candidate weak learners
by setting thresholds T for each feature to be evenly spaced between the least
positive example and the greatest negative example. The sigmoid function
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Algorithm 2 Boosted Decision Sigmoids
Input: Training data X, Training Labels Y ∈ {−1, 1}, Max Iterations M , Set of
weak learners H
Output: Region classifier C(x)
1: Initialize, balance, and normalize weights ωi for each example such that:∑
i+|y
i+
=1
ωi+ =
∑
i−|y
i−=−1
ωi− =
1
2
2: for m = 1, 2, ...M do
3: for all weak learners cj(x)← fj(x, y;ω) ∈ H do
4: compute the weighted logistic loss:
L(cj) =
∑
i ωi log (1 + e
−yicj(xi))
5: end for
6: Select cm(x) = argmin
cj
L(cj) based on (6.3)
7: Update weights: ωi =
1
(1+eyic
m(xi))
, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N
8: Normalize weights to sum to 1
9: end for
10: return Final classifier C(x) =
∑
m c
m(x)
is specified as:
c(x) = S(x, d, T, s) = b− +
b+ − b−
1 + e−s(xd−T )
(6.3)
b+ =
1
2
log
∑
i ωi1[yi = 1 ∧ xdi ≥ T ]∑
i ωi1[yi = −1 ∧ xdi ≥ T ]
(6.4)
b− =
1
2
log
∑
i ωi1[yi = 1 ∧ xdi < T ]∑
i ωi1[yi = −1 ∧ xdi < T ]
, (6.5)
where b− and b+ are the bounds on the classifier confidence computed on the
weighted distribution, xd is the dth dimension of a single example in X, and
smoothness weight s is set to the inverse standard deviation of the features
values in column d (s = σ−1d ). Fig. 6.3 provides an illustration of our sigmoid
weak learner. By smoothing the stub’s sharp transition boundary with the
sigmoid, we aim to avoid overfitting.
A part detector may not have a valid response on an object candidate
that is too small or has an incompatible aspect ratio. To handle these cases,
feature values corresponding to these failed cases are assigned a do not care
value DNC. If xd = DNC in training, the corresponding example is ignored
any weak learner assigned to column d. In testing, the weak learners will
return a confidence score of zero for the example.
Latent Learning. When learning, our method must select the best region
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of our sigmoid learner
for each positive example from the set of 500 pre-computed candidate pro-
posals. We initialize learning with the highest overlapping positive region
for each positive example and 30,000 random negative regions. We alternate
between retraining the boosted classifier and a re-sampling phase where we
use the current model to mine hard negatives and to reselect the highest
scoring positives.
6.4 Improving Localization
Our part detections are inferred without a spatial model, so nested or over-
lapping candidate object regions that contain the same strong part detections
are likely to receive the same object score. We add a weak learner based on
HOG features over the region silhouette to improve region selection and then
repredict the bounding box based on part locations for better localization.
Capturing Object Shape. To capture the rough shape of the contents of
each region, we compute HOG features on an 8x8 cell grid over the region
mask. We then collect the features for each of the positive examples (greater
than 50% overlap with ground truth) and a random sampling of negative
regions (less than 35% overlap) and train a linear SVM classifier. Including
this classifier’s prediction in boosting successfully corrects localization errors
without resorting to deformation models, allowing us to avoid more complex
training and additional optimization during inference.
Repredicting Object Boxes. We use the predicted part locations to vote
for a refined object bounding box. Each part votes independently, and we
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combine with a weighted average based on the probability of the detection
being correct and a learned weighting. This weighting is based on how well
each part can predict each of the four sides of the bounding box.
First, for each part type p, we learn to predict the object box. We use
the calibration procedure outlined in section 6.2.4 to learn to predict the
probability of being correctly localized given score sp: P (Cor.|sp). Then
we select the highest scoring location bp for each positive ground truth box
gi. We encode the offset op,i between the ground truth and its detection
by subtracting part’s center location cp,i from the four sides of the box and
normalize by the length in pixels of the part diagonal, indicated by ||bp,i||.
We then collect the offsets for all of the examples and compute a weighted
average using their probabilities of being correct:
Example Offset : op,i =
gi − cp,i
||bp,i|| (6.6)
Average Offset : op =
∑
i P (Cor.|sp,i)op,i∑
i P (Cor.|sp,i)
(6.7)
Predicted Box : ep,i = op · ||bp,i||+ cp,i. (6.8)
To account for the predicted left/right orientation, we flip the left and right
sides of the box accordingly. During inference, we reverse this procedure and
predict the expected object box for each part by accounting for the flip, then
scaling the box offset and adding it to the predicted box center.
Next, we find a relative weighting over all of the parts’ predicted boxes
that encodes how well each part tends to predict the box. We learn four
weights Ap,d (d = 1..4) for each part corresponding to the four sides of the
bounding box. Given the part weights Ap,d for each part p and side of the
box d, we compute the final predicted box bˆ:
bˆi,d(A) =
∑
pAp,d · P (Cor.|sp,i) · ep,d∑
pAp,d · P (Cor.|sp,i)
. (6.9)
To learn the weights, we want to minimize the squared error between the
predicted box and the the ground truth box gi for each example. We nor-
malize the prediction error by the length of the ground truth box’s diagonal
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to account for different object sizes:
min
A
∑
i
∑
d∈[1,4]
(
bˆi,d(A)− gi,d
||gi||
)2
. (6.10)
6.5 Experiments
In this section we validate each of our design decisions and compare our final
Boosted Collection of Parts model to two successful part-based models.
Dataset. We use the standard PASCAL 2010 VOC detection dataset [34] to
evaluate our method. To validate the individual components our method, we
use a diverse subset of categories from the train/val split: “aeroplane”, “bi-
cycle”, “boat”, “cat”, “dog”, and “sofa”. We evaluate the spatial consistency
of our parts on the poselet keypoint annotations [12]. We compare our over-
all detection performance to other part-based methods on all 20 categories
of the test set.
6.5.1 Part Validation
We validate our refined parts’ detection performance and spatial consistency
for the first 40 parts chosen by our part selection procedure. Fig. 6.4 visu-
alizes a subset of the refined parts for each of the validation categories. We
selectively refine parts with (1) appearance criteria only and (2) the inter-
section of appearance and spatial criteria.
Baselines. We compare our part refinement procedure to three baselines:
(1) exemplar models trained on the initial sampled patches. For fair compar-
ison we retrain with the full exemplar-SVM method rather than LDA-SVM;
(2) an “all-in” latent-SVM where every example is used to train a part; (3)
parts trained using the poselet annotations where each example is aligned by
minimizing the mean squared distance to the annotated keypoints of the ini-
tial exemplar, using our implementation of the part learning outlined in [13].
For localization, we also compare to DPM [42].
Detection Performance. To evaluate the discriminative performance of
our parts while ignoring localization, detections that are 80% within a pos-
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Aeroplane Bicycle Boat
mAP 3KP xKP mAP 3KP xKP mAP 3KP xKP
Initial Exemplar 15.2 10.1 14.1 17.4 23.5 34.6 3.5 6.0 12.4
Refined: All-In 36.5 17.8 21.3 39.7 32.6 41.3 4.0 5.2 9.6
Refined: App 38.1 22.2 23.9 39.9 33.4 41.6 5.7 8.1 13.9
Refined: App+Spat. 37.3 31.4 27.3 37.2 38.3 42.4 4.6 7.6 14.8
Refined: Keypt. 28.0 24.2 28.3 37.6 45.4 44.2 4.0 6.8 15.6
DPM – – 27.8 – – 43.7 – – 13.5
Cat Dog Sofa
mAP 3KP xKP mAP 3KP xKP mAP 3KP xKP
Initial Exemplar 23.6 14.1 12.8 18.1 6.2 8.9 6.6 4.0 9.1
Refined: All-In 42.3 33.2 22.0 25.8 11.8 12.9 8.0 3.6 7.2
Refined: App 46.5 39.5 22.5 29.5 16.5 14.7 8.3 4.4 11.1
Refined: App+Spat. 39.5 33.7 22.2 24.4 13.0 13.3 8.7 5.6 10.8
Refined: Keypt. 40.9 39.7 23.6 23.5 18.0 17.4 7.0 5.2 12.9
DPM – – 14.3 – – 11.9 – – 13.3
Table 6.1: Evaluation of part detection and spatial consistency for each
refinement method using three criteria: Mean AP over all parts of a
category (mAP), the mean AP for detecting the top three keypoints for
each part type (3KP), and the maximum AP for each keypoint over all
parts (xKP). App and Spatial indicate selective refinement with
appearance and spatial constraints. Underlines indicate cases where the
DPM or models trained on keypoint annotations outperform selective
refinement.
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Figure 6.4: Averages of patches from the top 15 detections on the held-out
validation set for a sampling of parts trained for each category on the
PASCAL training set. Note the diversity and spatial consistency of most
parts. For dogs, different parts on similar portions of the face seem to
account for differences across breeds. Some parts correspond to the face
(left), others to the whole object (next to left), and others to a small detail,
such as the eye or nose.
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itive bounding box are true positives and any detections in images without
positive objects are false positives.
Spatial Consistency. To evaluate spatial consistency, we measure each
part’s ability to predict the keypoint annotations of [12]. Since these key-
points were not used to train our detectors, we compute the offset of each
keypoint relative to a part as the median x, y offset values of the 15 high-
est scoring detections on the training set. Then for each part, we collect
the highest scoring detection that overlaps with the positive ground truth
example, predict the keypoints using the offsets, and measure the error as
the euclidean distance to the ground truth annotation. We count a ground
truth keypoint as recalled if the error is less than 10% of the object diag-
onal. Finally, we compute the average precision of correctly detecting each
keypoint. We repeat this process for each part, and summarize the results in
two ways: (1) We take the mean average precision of the top three keypoint
types for each part and then average over all parts (called 3KP). This gives
a measure of the average spatially consistency of the parts. (2) For each
keypoint type, we select the maximum AP over all of the parts and average
over keypoints (maxKP). This gives a summary of how well a collection of
parts can correctly localize all keypoints.
Discussion of Results. The results are summarized in Table 6.1. First, we
confirm that models trained with a single exemplar are unable to generalize
to many examples, leading to poor detection performance and consistency.
Second, we find that the baseline “all-in” refinement procedure has lower spa-
tial consistency, often by a significant margin. Forcing the “all-in” model to
simultaneously capture multiple modes of appearance leads to a less coherent
model. In contrast, our selective refinement procedure is more finely tuned
because it is allowed to choose examples from a single mode of appearance.
Next, we compare the strengths of our two consistency criteria. The spatial
consistency measure takes advantage of the physical regularity of rigid objects
like aeroplanes and bicycles, leading to significant gains in keypoint prediction
accuracy. However for the more deformable objects, or cases where part
performance is less reliable, these constraints become too restrictive and hurt
performance. In these cases, selecting examples based on appearance alone
works extremely well.
Comparing to the parts trained directly on the keypoint annotations, we
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Figure 6.5: For three exemplars, we show the top held-out detections when
trained on all positive examples (all-in) or a subset containing only the
most consistent examples (selective). The more selective procedure has
more spatially consistent detections, but applies to fewer examples, which
may lead to lower per-part AP.
find that our spatial consistency is as good or better in many cases. However,
it is clear that some categories such as bicycles and dogs could benefit from
keypoint annotation. Note that in every case, our parts are more discrimi-
native than the poselets-style parts. Finally, we compare to the DPM. Since
our individual parts are not directly comparable, we only compare the cov-
erage of the keypoints. Again, we have extremely competitive performance
even though our parts are localized independently whereas the DPM jointly
localizes with a spatial model.
6.5.2 Detection Validation
We summarize the detection performance of our Boosted Collections of Parts
in Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. Parts are trained using both appearance and
spatial selection criteria.
Classifier Comparison. We compare our boosted sigmoid classifier to sev-
eral baseline classifiers using average precision at 50% overlap. Each classifier
is trained on the full set of parts with shape features and box relocalization.
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BCP DPM
P P+R P+S P+R+S [42]
Aeroplane 50.2/13.3 54.7/33.7 57.5/40.3 61.8/48.4 58.3/45.0
Bicycle 45.2/14.8 47.9/36.9 47.7/34.9 50.6/43.0 56.9/52.7
Boat 14.0/3.1 17.7/4.7 14.8/5.2 16.0/5.0 17.5/6.4
Cat 55.3/28.5 56.4/34.5 54.0/34.1 59.1/36.9 41.8/24.4
Dog 35.7/16.6 39.1/17. 6 38.2/21.2 42.0/20.9 21.0/8.5
Sofa 26.6/6.1 27.1/11.3 24.6/9.4 28.6/14.1 25.5/17.6
Table 6.2: Detection validation: Localization methods. For pairs of
numbers, the first number reports AP without localization errors by using
10% bounding box overlap, and the second with 50% overlap. Underlined
numbers indicate cases where DPM outperforms. P uses part detection
scores, R bounding box reprediction, and S region shape features.
Baselines Sigmoids DPM
SVM Stubs Direct LOO [42]
Aeroplane 41.6 47.3 46.9 48.4 45.0
Bicycle 37.7 36.8 40.8 43.0 52.7
Boat 1.7 4.2 5.7 5.0 6.4
Cat 30.7 34.4 34.2 36.9 24.4
Dog 19.3 18.8 22.1 20.9 8.5
Sofa 7.1 6.6 9.5 14.1 17.6
Table 6.3: Detection validation: Classifiers. Numbers indicate AP
evaluation. Underlined numbers indicate cases where DPM outperforms.
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Table 6.4: Detection comparison on PASCAL VOC 2010 test set.
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We train two versions of our boosted sigmoids: (1) trained directly on the
outputs of our part models and (2) on the leave-one-out (LOO) predictions.
We find that these LOO predictions help reduce overfitting to the training
set, which is a common problem for classifiers trained on the outputs of
other classifiers. When compared to the other baselines, we see that both
sigmoid-based classifiers outperform the SVM and boosted stub classifiers.
We found that the linear SVM’s decision boundary is too simple, causing it
to underperform on the training and test sets. In contrast, the boosted stub’s
sharp threshold transitions hurt generalization. By smoothing the transition
boundary with the sigmoid, we find a good balance between expressiveness
and generalization.
Localization Comparison. To highlight localization errors, we evaluate
with the standard 50% bounding box overlap as well as 10% overlap (as
in [58]) which ignores localization errors. We see that the parts alone do
well with the 10% criteria, but localize poorly at 50% overlap. Adding the
shape features to specifically target localization errors boosts accuracy. Fur-
ther adding the repredicted bounding boxes gives even greater gains, with
comparable performance with the DPM on many categories.
Analysis of Overall Performance. We compare our BCP model to
two state of the art part-based methods on PASCAL VOC’s test set: the
DPM [42] and Poselets [14] (Table 6.4). Our BCP model achieves compet-
itive performance to both methods for many categories and performs espe-
cially well for deformable objects like cat and dog. This highlights its ability
to handle rich variation in spatial layout. Our method falls short for some
of the more rigid categories (bike, bottle, etc.), where the other methods are
known to excel. It should be noted that the inital region proposals have low
recall for many of the categories that underperform, such as bottle, car, and
sheep.
False Positive Analysis. In Fig. 6.6 we compare the sources of the highest
scoring false positives to the DPM using the analysis code from [58]. Both
systems have a comparable number of false positives, but we find that our
system makes more sensible mistakes. While the DPM makes random confu-
sions with background, our model instead commonly confuses cats and dogs.
Similarly, our model more frequently confuses boats more with other vehicles.
Sharing Parts. To give a glance at the benefits of sharing parts across
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Table 6.5: Detection comparison on PASCAL VOC 2010 train/val split
with bounding box reprediction. Region features are not used.
categories, we retrain the boosted classifiers using the parts from related
categories, as defined in [58]. For example, each animal detector is trained
with its own parts and the parts of all other animals. Per category results
are summarized in Table 6.5. We find that for many categories, there is a
significant benefit to sharing the part, leading to an average AP improvement
of 1.7. Using the false positive analysis from above, we find that sharing parts
leads to a significant decrease in confusion with similar categories. For cats,
this type of confusion drops from 30% to 26%. For motorbikes, the drop is
even more significant, from 28% to 18%.
6.6 Conclusions
We present a framework to learn a diverse collection of discriminative parts
that have high spatial consistency. To detect objects, we pool part detections
within a small set of candidate object regions with loose spatial constraints
and training a novel boosted-sigmoid classifier. Our method outperforms
DPM on 5 of 20 categories and 8 of 18 for Poselets. The complementary na-
ture of our approach can be seen in the significantly different error patterns
from DPM with less confusion with background and more confusion with
similar categories. Our method is an important step in building more gen-
eral object recognition systems. Our boosted collections of parts can extend
naturally to the multi-class feature-sharing methods of [119, 89], allowing
us to revisit these large-scale learning problems with stronger HOG-based
appearance models. Further, an existing collection of parts could be used
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Figure 6.6: Fraction of top false positives due to localization error (blue),
similar categories (red), dissimilar categories (green), and background
(orange) using analysis code from [58]. For each category, the first row is
our method; the second row, DPM [42]. The most confused categories
among similar objects are separated out with white lines and labeled
(bd=bird, shp=sheep). Our method consistently has less confusion with
background and more confusion with similar objects.
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to guide the search for the structure and layout of novel categories, allow-
ing quick bootstrapping of new category models. Our limited supervision
requirements allow scaling to many categories, and our latent search could
allow hybrid methods that use a mixture of detailed supervision and bound-
ing box annotations.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
We have presented initial strides to expand both the breadth and detail of
object recognition systems, and we found that improving breadth and de-
tail often go hand in hand. By considering prediction tasks that span many
categories, we’re able to generate rich descriptions of novel objects that may
be quite different from the training categories. These rich descriptions give
more detail than category predictions while providing a stable representation
for learning from few, or even no visual examples. By leveraging common
low level structures of objects, such as color consistency, occlusion bound-
aries, and a compact shape, we greatly constrain the search for any object
while providing detailed segmentations. In conjunction detailed attribute
classifiers, this could provide rich localized predictions of a vast array of
objects. By capturing the shared appearance and structure of related cat-
egories, we were able not only to improve prediction accuracy for detecting
known categories and their parts, but also improve the accuracy of localizing
novel objects. We found that again, by considering more detailed predic-
tion tasks, we could also improve generalization to the unfamiliar. Finally,
we introduced a framework that simplifies the process of training parts for
object recognition. These parts retain the high accuracy of object detection
systems, as well as the ability to capture the detailed explicit physical cor-
respondences of members of a category, all while simplifying the process of
sharing parts across categories. Further, they can be used to discover corre-
spondences across categories, the first step in bootstrapping detailed models
for new types of objects.
Looking forward, there are still many fundamental questions that need to
be answered: Can we build systems that continuously expand and adapt their
shared representations so that each new task gets easier? How do we resolve
the conflict of leveraging similarities while avoiding category confusion of
shared representations? Can we automatically correspond related categories
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beyond spatial alignments? Are current state of the art visual predictions
reliable enough to be used as predicates for higher-level reasoning? To an-
swer these questions, it is important to reconsider how we annotate data
by providing alternate guidance from the human; go beyond training from
unstructured images from the web and consider more structured sources like
video; remember that categorization is a means toward an end and only a
small piece of the recognition puzzle; and always consider how existing tasks
can be related to unknown future learning problems, so that the represen-
tation and machinery can be reused, rather than having to create a new
“one-off” solution for every new task.
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APPENDIX A
A SUMMARY OF THE CORE DATASET
Object Polygons
Name #Obj #parts Name #Obj #parts
airplane 104 9.49 dolphin 151 6.17
alligator 122 8.90 eagle 107 8.01
bat 121 8.55 elephant 117 11.97
bicycle 103 6.62 elk 112 11.47
blimp 100 5.29 hovercraft 105 4.81
boat 110 3.76 jetski 110 3.64
bus 113 11.32 lizard 110 9.27
camel 129 12.15 monkey 117 11.90
car 110 8.15 motorcycle 87 9.03
carriage 105 5.43 penguin 151 6.95
cat 104 11.50 semi 110 11.51
cow 146 10.93 ship 105 4.29
crow 112 8.08 snowmobile 133 5.99
dog 103 13.17 whale 95 4.82
Table A.1: All 28 Objects in the CORE dataset. For each category we list
the number of objects (#Obj) and the average number of parts annotated
for each instance (#parts). Each category has a rich list of parts, although
some categories such as jetskis and ships have smaller lists of distinctive
parts.
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Binary Attributes
Name #Objs Name #Objs
another object 1047 P: jumping 6
C: above water 77 P: lying 222
C: docked in water 66 P: perched 154
C: flying 131 P: upright 19
C: in air 27 P: upside down 63
C: in water 269 P: running 0
C: on land 297 P: sitting 164
C: underwater 122 P: standing 509
P: driver 74 P: walking 140
P: wings extend 157 P: horse drawn 89
A: Back 625 P: pulling 1
A: Bottom 252 P: rider 400
A: Front 1341 C: snow 114
A: Left side 1224 unusual 118
A: Right side 1216 too small 31
A: Top 610 typical 2644
P: flying 84 not occluded 2721
P: hanging 9
Table A.2: The CORE dataset contains 35 binary attributes of several
types. C: the context indicates the relation of the object to the scene. P:
pose indicates the canonical name for the arrangement of parts and relation
to other objects. A: aspect indicates the orientation of the object with
respect to the camera, indicated by which faces of the object are visible.
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Part Polygons
Name #Cat #Objs Name #Cat #Objs
air cushon 1 99 light 3 38
arm 1 95 mane 1 37
balloon 1 100 mast 1 36
basket 1 26 mouth 15 873
beak 3 285 nose 13 779
cabin 5 270 oar 1 8
cargo 1 32 pedal 1 85
door 5 182 propeller 3 192
dorsal fin 2 136 rear win 1 2
ear 8 776 rear win 3 48
engine 3 139 reflector 1 23
exhaust 1 36 rein 3 19
exh pipe 7 206 row of win 5 252
eye 15 1332 saddle 2 40
fender 2 80 sail 1 20
fin 1 99 seat 6 428
flipper 2 180 side mir 7 331
foot 13 905 side win 4 279
front win 1 5 skis 1 110
front win 3 243 snout 12 582
gas tank 1 44 stop sign 1 8
gear 1 41 tail 15 1061
hand 1 85 tail fin 2 117
handlebar 4 357 tail light 4 135
harness 1 41 tail wing 1 89
head 15 1618 torso 15 1566
headlight 4 293 track 1 59
headlights 1 91 trailer 1 82
horn 2 109 trunk 1 91
hull 3 309 tusk 1 41
hump 1 96 veh wing 1 103
jet engine 1 52 wheel 8 709
land gear 1 38 window 4 136
leg 13 1235 windsh 3 189
lic plate 4 236 wing 4 438
lifeboat 1 29
Table A.3: There are 71 parts in CORE dataset. We also include a list of
the number of categories that have this part (#Cat) and the number of
objects that are assigned this part (#Objs).
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